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FD-109[Re\5-8-10)
UNCLASSIFIED

OFF^ARECf

em ?m .

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Electronic Communication

Title: (U) Request Opening Date: 08/05/2012

From : MILWAUKEE

MW-7

Contact

:

Approved By

:

Drafted By:
b6
b7C

C^e ID #: 266N-Mrt-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page:

ACT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis

:

(U) Request case be opened and assigned to SA

Full Investigation Initiated: 08/05/2012

Details

:

On 08/05/2012 at approximately 10:45 a.m. . Wade Michael Page . DCB

11/11/1971. SSAN 524-37-2426 wasinitially identified as an Active

shooter involved in the shooting of multiple victims at the Sikh temple

of Wisconsin in Oak Creek . 7512 South Howell Avenue

.

Cak Creek.

Wisconsin

.

An Oak Creek Police Officer responded to the shooting and

subsequently engaged Page in the Sikh Temple parking lot

,

During the

altercation. Page was shot and killed at the scene

.

The investigation

indicates an Oak Creek Police Officer,

incident. The investigation is ongoing,

there are seven fatalities to include

who were wounded

.

was shot and wounded during this

Initial reports indicate that

the Page. and four individuals

The case will be assigned

Co-Case Agent

.

to SA as Case Agent and

UNCLASSIFIED

b6
b7C

SQxicI I

.



Details

:

On 08/05/2012, at approximately 10:45 a.m. , Wade Michael Page, DOB

11/11/1971, SSAN 524-37-2426 wasinitially identified as an Active

shooter involved in the shooting of multiple victims at the Sikh temple

of Wisconsin in Oak Creek, 7512 South Howell Avenue, Oak Creek,

Wisconsin. An Oak Creek Police Officer responded to the shooting and

subsec[uently engaged Page in the Sikh Temple parking lot. During the

altercation. Page was shot and killed at the scene. The investigation

indicates an Oak Creek Police Officer, was shot and wounded during this

incident. The investigation is ongoing. Initial reports indicate that

there are seven fatalities to include the Page, and four individuals

who were wounded.

UNCLASSIFIED

Se.no. t [



UNCLASSIFIED

Title: (U) Request Opening
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/05/2012

UNCLASSIFIED

2



FD-1036 (Rev. 10-16-2009)

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

,

Official Hecorp
f *>•».'» Lvn vpv3»(> Iv 9

‘ «M*iAn'l HJl jnfowirttfi Aytw*n,

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type:

Title: (U)

Date: 08/05/2012

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;

AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

b6
b7C
b7E

Synopsis: (U)
| |

of the Milwaukee County District Attorney's
Office surveilling residence at 3748 E. Holmes Ave.

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

Serial 7-



Page 1 of

2

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO (IP ID:

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

IP ID:

ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IPit

Current Date:

Created By:

08/05/2012 08:37 PM EDT Precedence: Routine

|(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/05/2012 07:30 PM
TTH

Received By:
f-
08/05/2012 02:50 PM CDT

b6
b7C
b7E

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION

Contact Method: Self Initiated

Reporting Person: Anonymous

Male

LEADS FRO^1 FBI Milwaukee Investigations

Lead Number:
Type:

To:

Lead:

Status: CoveredAction Required

FBI - Milwaukee

Conduct surveillance of residence at 3748 E. Holmes Ave., Cudahy, WI

Disposition:

Disposition Data for Lead Numbei

Surveillance conducted.
b7E

Descriptive Data for Lead Numben

Lead Location: Residence

LAT: 42.9537 LONG: -87.8563

3748 E. Holmes Ave.

Cudahy, WI 53110

Possible residence of Wade Michael Page

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

IP Status:

Submitted By:

ASSESSMENT
Assessment By:

Completed - 08/05/2012 07:34 PM CDT

I IfFBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/05/2012 07:30 PM
CDT

Relevant

I
|(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/05/2012 07:30 PM

Tcn
^

b6
b7C

2/25/2013 b7E



UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO (IP ID b7E Page 2 of

2

LEAD EVALUATION
Investigations: Leads Required

Evaiuated By: I I (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/05/2012 07:30 PM
CDT

LEADS

Lead Number:

Status:

Created By:

Approved By:

Entered By:

Assigned To:

Assigned By:

Disposition By:

Entered By:

Approved By:

Entered By:

Case ID:

Covered

(FBI

CDT

(FBI

(FBI

CDT
1
—

1

CQU-

CDT

1 l(FBI

CDT

:fbi

CDT

(FBI

ct5T

(FBI

(FBI

CDT

Type:

Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee

Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee

Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee

Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee

Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee

Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee

Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee

Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee

Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee

Action Required

JOC) - 08/05/2012 07:32 PM

JOC)

JOC) - 08/05/2012 07:32 PM

JOC) - 08/05/2012 07:33 PM

JOC) - 08/05/2012 07:33 PM

JOC) - 08/05/2012 07:34 PM

JOC) - 08/05/2012 07:34 PM

JOC)

JOC) - 08/05/2012 07:34 PM

266N-MW-2440609

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#

The foiiowind Index Records are currentiy associated with the information contained within this IP. Since

Index Records are subject to update at any time, it shouid be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a
iater date may produce Index Records that couid be significantiy different than those dispiayed here.

Lead Location: Residence

LAT: 42.9537 LONG: -87.8563

3748 E. Holmes Ave.

Cudahy, WI 53110

Possible residence of Wade Michael Page

Related IP ID(s): I

Person: Anonymous

Related IP ID(s):

Person:

Male

Related IP ID(s): b7E

IP ID:

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

b6
b7C
b7E

2/25/2013



FD-1036(Rev. 10-16-2009)

UNCLASS1P1ED//FOUO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: Date: 08/05/2012

Title: (U) ^
Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;

AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) SSA contacted the St. Louis field office

to obtain Wade Michael Page's military records.

Official Record i

UNCLASSIPIED//POUO

Senal 3



Page 1 of

2

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO (IP ID:

UNCLASSIRED//FOUO
IP IDj

ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP#|

Current Date:

Created By:

08/05/2012 08:38 PM EDT Precedence: Routine

[FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/05/2012 07:19 PM
an

b6
b7C
b7E

Received By: 08/05/2012 02:19 PM CDT

Attachment: Paae Militarv Records. odf (Facsimile)

Wade Page Military Records

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION

Contact Method: Self Initiated

Reporting Person: Anonyrtious

NARRATIVE
nnqq/J

1 contacted the St. Louis field office to obtain Wade Michael Page’s military records.

- Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/05/2012 07:19 PM CDT]
1

IfbJ

DESCRIPTIVE DATA

b6
b7C

Person: Role: Subject

Wade Michael Page

Male, 11/11/1971, White including Hispanic, 40 Years Old

LEADS FROM FBI Milwaukee Investigations

Lead Number:
Type:

To:

Lead:

Status: CoveredAction Required

FBI - Milwaukee

Contact the St. Louis field office for military records on Page. b7E

Disposition Data for Lead Number

Disposition: Military records received and attached to this IP.

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

IP Status:

Submitted By:

Completed - 08/05/2012 07:24 PM CDT

|(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee 30C) - 08/05/2012 07:19 PM
CDT

ASSESSMENT
Assessment By:

Comments:

Relevant

(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/05/2012 07:19 PM
CDT

Contact St. Louis field office for military records

b6
b7C
b7E

LEAD EVALUATION
Investigations:

Evaiuated By:

Leads Required

[fBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/05/2012 07:20 PM
TOT

2/25/2013



UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO (IP ID] b7E Page 2 of

2

LEADS

Lead Number:

Status:

Created By:

Approved By:

Entered By:

Assigned To:

Assigned By:

Disposition By:

Entered By:

Approved By:

Entered By:

Case ID:

Covered

CDT

CDT

uui

LUI

CDT

cDT

(FBI

(FBI

(FBI

(FBI

(FBI

(FBI

(FBI

(FBI

CDT

Type:

Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee

Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee

Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee

Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee

Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee

Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee

Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee

Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee

Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee

Action Required

JOC) - 08/05/2012 07:21 PM

30C)

JOC) - 08/05/2012 07:22 PM

JOC) - 08/05/2012 07:22 PM

JOC) - 08/05/2012 07:22 PM

JOC) - 08/05/2012 07:23 PM

JOC) - 08/05/2012 07:23 PM

JOC)

JOC) - 08/05/2012 07:24 PM

266N-MW-2440609

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IPjSl]
|

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since

Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a

later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person: Anonymous

Related IP ID(s):

Person: Wade Michael Page b7E
Male, 11/11/1971, White including Hispanic, 40 Years Old

Related IP ID(s): I I

IP ID:

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

b7E
2/25/2013

b6
b7C



FD-1036 (Rev. 10-16-2009)

UNCLASSIPIED//FOUO

BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

OffisiAfe.aE6PPB
A3 K».'j bim 'iftM I'v *

Form Type: OTHER Date: 08/05/2012

Title: (U) Page Military Records.pdf

Approved By:

Drafted By:

b6
b7C
b7E

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;

AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U//FOUO) (Reference IP ID:

Records
Wade Page Military

troCLASSIPIED/ /FOUO

So.vi(Xl ^
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FD-l036(Rev. 10-16-2009)

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

^ Opficiau Record
liUj"* fn.'» t«rii '.tHili-J (.V •

fAftVrf fSl jAMniScn

Form Type:

Title: (U)

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Date: 08/05/2012

b6
b7C
b7E

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;

AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) SA and SA interviewed

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO



UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO (IP ID Page 1 of

2

IP ID

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP#

Current Date:

Created By:

Received By:

08/05/2012 11:59 PM EDT Precedence: Routine

If FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/05/2012 09:12 PM
CDT

b6
b7C
b7E

\ 08/05/2012 05:30 PM CDT

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION

Contact Method: Self Initiated

Reporting Person: Anonymous

NARRATIVE

(U)SA and S/C interviewed (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee
JOC) - 08/05/2012 09:12 PM CDT]

DESCRIPTIVE DATA
b6
b7C

Person: Role: Other

Femald Years Old

LEADS FROM1 FBI Milwaukee Investigations

Lead Number:
Type:

To:

Lead:

Disposition:

Action Required

FBI - Milwaukee

Locate and interview

Status: Covered

Disposition Data for Lead Numben

SA bnd SA interviewed

Michael Page.

Descriptive Data for Lead Number

Page is not related to Wade

b6
b7C
b7E

Person: Role: Other

Female pears Old

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

IP Status:

Submitted By:

Completed - 08/05/2012 10:48 PM CDT

|fbI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/05/2012 09:12 PM
CDT

ASSESSMENT
Assessment By:

Relevant

(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/05/2012 09:12 PM

b6
b7C
b7E

LEAD EVALUATION

2/25/2013



UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO (IP ID Page 2 of

2

Investigations: Leads Required

Evaluated By:

LEADS

1
(FBI

CDI

Lead Number:
1

Status: Covered

Created By:
1
(FBI

CDT

Approved By: (FBI

Entered By: (FBI

UJ 1

Assigned To: 3
PM LL) 1

Assigned By:
1
(FBI

f'lM'

Disposition By: (

PM CUI

Entered By: tFBI

XDT
Approved By: |(FBI

Entered By: J(FBI

CDT

b6
b7C

Type: Action Required

](FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/05/2012 09:14 PM

Jfbi - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/05/2012 10:33

JfbI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/05/2012 10:36 PM

b6
b7C
b7E

Case ID: 266N-MW-2440609

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP^ft|
|

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since

Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a
later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person:

Person:

Person:

Anonymous

Related IP ID(s): f

Female, [Years Old

Related IP ID(s):

1

Years OldFemale

Related IP ID(s):

b6
b7C
b7E

IP ID

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

b7E
2/25/2013



FD-302(Rev. 5-8-10)
-1 Of 1-

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

,
QfFICIALjBECpRD

tw> WideJ l>> «

oftn'i'v^ fSS MV*TM’»rt a?T5f*'i

Date of entry 08/06/2012

(U) date of birth (DOB )c
ofsecurity account number (SSAN)

^ ^ ^

Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 53172/ home telephone numbeir"oF|^

cellular telephone number of| employed at

.snr.i q1

South

in South Milwaukee was interviewed at her residence

.

advised of the identity of the interviewing agents (SA|^

provided the following information:

After being
and

im lhas livecj. at her current residence,

for approximately six (6)

dob[

DOB

occupants oEf

T
yeai^

]
and

She lives there with

lindicated that she does not know the

and has had no interaction with

them. She further added she had not observed anything suspicious or

unusual at that residence.

(U) was shown a photograph of WADE PAGE. advised that she

had never seen PAGE before and was not able to identify the photo.

b6
b7C

Investigation on 08/05/2012 at
South Milwaukee, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File# 266N-MW-2440609 Datedrafled 08/06/2012

bv l I

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not

to be distributed outside your agency.

b6
b7C

Senci\ cp



FD-302 (Rev. 5-8-10)
-1 Of 1-

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

\ Official Record
/JJ b»H» Iv w

*
*

CMTlfiAt! /?(

Date of entry 08/06/2012

On 08/0 6/2012, Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Special Agent (SA)

conducted a neighborhood canvass in the vicinity of | |

South Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Also present for the

interviews was SA|
|

After being advised of the identity of

the interviewing agent, the listed individuals were shown a photograph of

Wade Michael PAGE, date of birth (DOB): 11/11/1971. None of the listed t)7C
individuals were able to positively identify PAGE or provide any
information on the residents of

|
South Milwaukee,

Wisconsin. The identifying information for the individuals interviewed is

listed as follows:

q(SSAN)

DOB:

place of residence,^

telephone number:

Social Security Account Number

was interviewed at her

J
South Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

number:

DOB: SSAN: telephone

I—

I

residence

:

South Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

nORr I

^
I
was interviewed at his place of

South Milwaukee.

DOB:

at his place of residence

SSAN:

South Milwaukee.

DOB:
^

1 SSAN:

outside his place of residence. South Milwaukee,

b6
b7C

was interviewed b6
b7C

was interviewed

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

Investigation on 08/05/2012 at
South Milwaukee, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File# 266N-MW-2440609 b6
Datedrafted 08/06/2012

I

1
^—b7C

by
I I

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not

to be distributed outside your agency.

I'



FD-1036(Rev. 10-16-2009)

UNCLASSIFIED//EOUO

Officiai. Recoup
l>9nt bwi »*»•«<) Vv «

r . . lawiW H»f frt'tTWVjfl 6yfw*n

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTICATION
Import Form

Form Type: Date: 08/06/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By:

Drafted By:

b6
b7C
b7E

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;

AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Caller did not have specific information on this case,

but wanted to know if we have been looking into FaceBook to try and
find information about the alleged shooter?

XJNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

Sanai %



UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO (IP ID Page 1 of 1

IP ID:

ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP^

Current Date:

Created By:

Received By:

08/06/2012 02 :17 PM EDT Precedence: Routine

(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 12:21 PM
£DL.

b - 08/06/2012 12:18 PM CDT

b6
b7C
b7E

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION

Contact Method: Other

Reporting Person:

Female

Contact Info: Home Phone:

NARRATIVE

fLOCaller did not have soedfic information on this case, but wanted to know if v\/e have been looking into

^FBI - Milwaukee at FBIFaceBook to try and find information about the alleged shooter’

Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 12:21 PM CDT]

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

IP Status:

Submitted By:

Completed/Not Currently Relevant - 08/06/2012 12:22 PM CDT

(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 12:21 PM
CDT

b6
b7A

ASSESSMENT Not Currently Relevant b7C
Assessment By: |(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 12:22 PM

CDT
b7E

Case ID:

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IPrf

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since

Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a

later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person: I

Female

Contact Info:

Related IP ID(s):

Home Phone [

IP ID:

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

b6
b7C
b7E

2/25/2013



FD-I036(Rev. 10-16-2009)

UNCLASSIPIED//POUO

^
Official Record

* fB5 M'w.rtm

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type:
I

Title: (U)
|

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Date: 08/06/2012

b6
b7C
b7E

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2 4 4 0609 (U) Wade Michael Page;

AOT “ White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday

Was walking her dog in Pulaski Park which is close to her home around
6:30am on either Tuesday (July 31), Wednesday (Aug 1), or Thursday (Aug

2). She walked into the park from the direction of Quality where she

resides, walking Northbound toward the statute located in the park. She

saw a man sitting on the ‘steps of the statue. The man was hunched over.

He was wearing a black hoodie which was pulled over his face. Only the

tip of his nose was showing. He was also wearing black shorts and had
either a messenger bag or backpack with red trim. She stated his build
was that of an adult male. She walks her dog twice a day, every day and

has never seen him before. She watched him while she walked through the

park and he never moved. She called the local police upon her return
home but received a recording to call 911 for emergency. She said she

did not call because she did not feel this was an emergency. She then
learned of what happened at the Temple and wanted to report what she

had seen.

UNCIiASSIPIED/ /FOUO



UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO (IP ID Page 1 of

2

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

IP ID:

. WWW

ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP#

Current Date:

Created By:

Received By:

08/06/2012 02 :19 PM EDT Precedence: Routine

I l(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Miiwaukee 30C) - 08/06/2012 12:33 PM
CDT

I- 08/06/2012 12:21 PM CDT

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION

Contact Method: Other

Reporting Person:

Residence Address: I

Cudahy, WI 53110

Contact Info: Cell Phone:

NARRATIVE

(U)Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday

Was walking her dog in Pulaski Park which is close to her home around 6:30am on either Tuesday (Juiy 31),

Wednesday (Aug 1), or Thursday (Aug 2). She walked into the park from the direction of Quaiity where she

resides, walking Northbound toward the statute located in the park. She saw a man sitting on the steps of

the statue. The man was hunched over. He was wearing a biack hoodie which was puiied over his face.

Only the tip of his nose was showing. He was also wearing biack shorts and had either a messenger bag or

backpack with red trim. She stated his build was that of an adult male. She walks her dog twice a day,

every day and has never seen him before. She watched him whiie she waiked through the park and he

never moved. She called the local police upon her return home but received a recording to caii 911 for

emergency. She said she did not call because she did not feei this was an emergency. She then iearned of

what happened at the Temple and wanted to report what she had seen (FBI - Milwaukee at

FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 12:33 PM CDT]

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

IP Status:

Submitted By:

ASSESSMENT
Assessment By:

Completed/Not Currently Relevant - 08/06/2012 12:33 PM CDT

|(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 12:33 PM
CDT

Not Currently Relevant

|(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 12:33 PM
TTDT

Case ID:

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#|
|

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since

Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a

later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person:

Residence Address: I

b6
b7C
b7E

b6
b7A
b7C

b6
b7C
b7E

2/25/2013



UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO. (IP ID: Page 2 of

2

Contact Info:

Related IP ID(s):

Cudahy, WI 53110

Cell Phone:

b6
b7C
b7E

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

IP id] I

b7E

2/25/2013
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Offi ciai, Record
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type
: | |

Title: (U)
|

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Date: 08/06/2012

b6
b7C
b7E

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;

AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) The caller said he did not have any information about
this case yet, but wanted to know if a better picture of the 2nd
subject was going to be posted in the newspaper or billboards? He said
the news only showed the picture a few seconds and he did not get a

good look at the guy.

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
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Page 1 of 1UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO (IP ID

IP ID:

ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP#
b6
b7C
b7E

Current Date:

Created By:

Received By:

08/06/2012 0^ :20 PM EDT Precedence: Routine

(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 12:37 PM
CDT

08/06/2012 12:33 PM CDT

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION

Contact Method: Telephonic

Reporting Person:

Male
I 1

Contact Info: Home Phone:

b7C
NARRATIVE

|

(U)The caller said he did not have any information about this case yet, but wanted to know if a better

picture of the 2nd subject was going to be posted in the newspaper or billby“'‘if'? <~he news only

showed the picture a few seconds and he did not get a good look at the guj [FBI -

Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 12:37 PM CDT]

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

IP Status:

Submitted By:

ASSESSMENT
Assessment By:

Completed/Not Currently Relevant - 08/06/2012 12:37 PM CDT

(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 12:37 PM
CDT

Not Currently Relevant

(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 12:37 PM
roT

b6
b7A
b7C

Case ID:

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#^

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since

Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a

later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person:

Male

Contact Info:

Related IP ID(s):

Home Phone:

b6
b7C
b7E

IP IDd

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Porm Type:

Title: (U)

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Date: 08/06/2012

b6
b7C
b7E

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;

AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) The caller, advised she was working from
home and was watching the news on Channel 12 WISN and the news was
showing footage from the shooting. She advised she saw the person of

interest in the footage. Same clothes as the person of interest. In the
footage he is standing behind a Hispanic lady who is us ing an Iphone.
The person of interest is on the sidewalk.]
footage is a recording from yesterday.

believes the

UNCLASSIPIED//FOUO

^eir\a\ H



UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO (IP ID Page 1 of 1

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

IP ID

ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP#

Current Date:

Created By:

Received By:

nR/nfi/?ni7 n7;7i pm EDT Precedence: Routine

(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee 30C) - 08/06/2012 12:41 PM
CDT

08/06/2012 12:36 PM CDT

b6
b7C
b7E

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION

Contact Method: Telephonic

Reporting Person:

Female
i

Contact Info: Home Phone:

NARRATIVE

(U)The caller

12 WISN and
in the footage,

who is using an Iphone.

recording from yesterdav]

CDT] •

advised she was working from home and was watching the news on Channel

the news was showing footage from the shooting. She advised she saw the person of interest

Same clothes as the person of interest. In the foo^anp he is sfapding behind a Hispanic lady

Thp npr<;nn of in1;prpst is on the Sidewalk.

andinc

believes the footage is a

(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JUu) - 08/06/2012 12:41 PM

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION b6

IP Status: Completed/Not Currently Relevant - 08/06/2012 12:42 PM CDT b7A
Submitted By: 1 IfbI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 12:41 PM b7C

CDT • b7E
ASSESSMENT Not Currently Relevant

Assessment By: |(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee 30C) - 08/06/2012 12:42 PM
CDT

Case ID:

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#|

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since

Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a

later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person: I

Female

Contact Info:

Related IP ID(s):

Home Phone:
'

b6
b7C
b7E

IP ID:

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type:

Title: (U)
|

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Date: 08/06/2012

b6
b7C
b7E

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;

AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Caller advised he does not know subject personally, saw
new conference and advised he came across information concerning a band
calld "End of Apathy" on the website of stormfront, on the back cover

of album, on of the bank members apprearance resembles subject (Wade

Michael Page)

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
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Page 1 of 1UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO (IP ID:

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

IP ID

ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP#

Current Date:

Created By:

Received By:

08/06/2012 02: 21 PM EDI Precedence: Routine

[fbI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee 30C) - 08/06/2012 12:50 PM
CDT

08/06/2012 12:42 PM CDT

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION

Contact Method: Other

Reporting Person: |

Male
I

Contact Info: Home Phone:

b6
b7C
b7E

NARRATIVE

(U)Caller advised he does not know subject personally, saw new conference and advised he came across

information concerning a band calld "End of Apathy" on the website of stormfront, on .the hark rnvpr r^f

album, on of the bank members apprearance resembles subject (Wade Michael Page)
Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 12:50 PM CDT]

BI -

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION J
IP Status: Completed/Not Currently Relevant - 08/06/2012 12:51 PM CDT

Submitted By: |(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 12:50 PM
TDT

b6ASSESSMENT Not Currently Relevant

Assessment By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 12:51 PM b7C
CDT b7A

b7E

Case ID:

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since

Index Records are subject to update at any time. It should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a

later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person:

Male

Contact Info:

Related IP ID(s):

Home Phone

IP ID:

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

b6
b7C
b7E
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF BWESTIGATION

,
Official Becord
fA ttm I'i «

* wnfaxJ JF?1 fAwiififin

Date of entry Q8/06/2Q12

~l homp.

phone

WI.

nature of the

^ date of birth (DOB)

address

social security number

Oak Creek, WI, cell

S. Howell Ave., Oak Creek,was' interviewed at 7501

After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the

provided the following information:interview.

On 08/05/ 2012, approximately at 10 a.m. drove hei

license plate

WI . After parking the vehicle,

brief stop at the prayer bench, prnng^p,dRd to the Temrple^s kitchen area.

There were approximately 14 adults]

area

.

WI

to the Sikh Temple, 7512 S. Howell Ave., Oak Creek,

entered the Temple and, after a

already in the kitchen

b6
b7C

c
Temp]|

stated she hadT at the

Typically, between 100-200 people

attend Sunday events at the Temple,

Approximately at 10:20 a.m. the

outside, —i nto. the kitchen and said there was a person "shooting guns”

outside

.

could hear some "popping" noises coming from outside.

ran to the window that overlooked the Temple’s parking lot, but

did not see anyone in the lot. However, remembered seeing a yellow

taxi and a white SUV-type vehicle leaving the parking lot. was

unable to see if any of the captioned vehicles had any passengers, did not

see the license plates and could not provide any additional identifiable

information.

b6
b7C

and the other people in the kitchen ran and hid in a small

kitchen closet. Several minutes later two more females^ land

joined them in the closet. initially could hear the "gun

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

b6
b7C

Investigation on 08/05/2012 at
Creek, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

Pile# 266N-MW-2440609 Datedrafted 08/06/2012

b7C•by

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not

to be distributed outside your agency.
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UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

266N-MW-2440609

Continuation of FD-302 of Interview of _On 08/05/2012 _pgge 2 of 2

shots" getting closer to the kitchen area, but then the sounds became more
distant. C
coming from.

~l never saw who was shooting and/or where the shots were

also could not recall how many shots were fired.
b6
b7C

I I approximately at 10:26 a.m., after which
she I

- -

^
^

and was also concerned that most of the food that they were cooking prior

to the shooting was still on the stove with fire burning, which could

create a potential fire hazard.

Approximately two hours later Police Officers came into the kitchen and

took everyone outside the Temple.

UNCLASSIFIED/ /POUO
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

OfripiAL^RECORP
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i

Form Type : OTHER Date: 08/06/2012

Title: (U//F0U0) SSAN

Approved By:

Drafted By:

b6
b7C

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;

AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U//FOUO) SSAN information.

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
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Official Becord
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: OTHER Date: 08/06/2012

Title: (U//FOUO) Search Warrant

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;

AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U//FOUO) State of Wisconsin search warrant re 3748A E.

Holmes, Cudahy Wisconsin

b6
b7C
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CIRCUiT COURT
FIRST .lUBIClAL .DISTRICT MILWAUKEE, WISCONSINSEARCHWARRANT

STATE OFWISCONSIN )

) ss. In, the Circuit Cointoftho First Judicial District ofWisconsin

hflLWAUKEE COUNTY )

The State ofWisconsin, to any Sheriff, or any Law Enforcement officer ofthe State ofWisconsin:

"WHEREAS, Detective James A. Campbell has this day complained (by attached affidavit) to this court

upon oath.

Showing probable cause that on Sunday, August 5th, 2012, inthe City ofCudaliy, County ofMilwaukee,

there is now located and concealed in and upon certainpremises, located within the City ofCudahy, in said County, and

more particularly described as follows:

DESCRIBE FEEMISES: Tlie address of3748A E. Holmes Ave is a two-story, two family residence having a gray and

biack roof, gray siding with white trim. The common entry door faces Soutli, and die numbers 3748A appear tlie West
ofthe Jfront door and face South. 3748A is believed to be the upper unit. This residence is in the city ofCudahy and

County ofMil'ft’aukee. Affiant is requesting permission to search the entire building and related storage areas,

including any garage and other vehicles associated with 3748A E. Holmes Ave on or near- the residence.

Search to include all storage areas accessible to 3748A E. Holmes to incladingtlic attic, basement, and garage, and all

persons presenton premises, certain goods, chattels and proper^', to-wil:

DESCRIBE OBJECTS OP SEARCH:

1. Firearms and ammunition

2. .Documents, utility bills, keys, and other items used to show who is in control ofpremises

3. Electronic Storage Devices, cell phones, computers, cameras, pictures, documents

4. Firearms manuals, cases, holsters, magazines, and cleaning supplies.

Which thing(s) (were used in the commission) or (may constitute evidence) ofa crime, to-wnt:

DESCRIBE CRIME OR CRIMES : Homicide, Attempt

Committed inviolation ofsections 940.01, and 939.05 ofthe.Wisconsin Statutes.

Now, THEREFORE, in tlie name of flie State of Wisconsin, you are commanded forthwith to search lire said

premises and/or the said person(s) for said things, and take possession thereof^ iffound.

You are further commanded to return this waixant witliin forty-eight hours after execution before tlie Assistant

ChiefDeputy Clerkofthe Circuit Court, Crime, Misdemeanor, Traffic Division, orhis designee, to bcdealtwitli according

to law.

Witness, the .Honorable, ^CcramissioneroftlieFirst Judicial

District'ofWisconsin, at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, at 'IrU ,/> on„ 201 2.
I

) .
" (I.{onlli.nay)

“NO KNOCK” AUTHORIZED

SW-FIRKARMS 5-01

Branch

Court Reporter:

C Se^tofiXr



CIRCUIT COURT )

)ss.
COUNTYOF MILWAUKEE )

Paled at Wis., , 2012.

I hereby certify that by virtue ofthe vrtthin writ I searched the within named premises and found the following:

and have same now in

my possession subject to the disposition, ofthe Circuit Court.

Police Officer

Pepufy Sheriff

Constable



MWmAYIT FOR SEARCHWARRANT
(GENERAL FIREARM)

STATE OF WISCONSIN )

) ss.

MILWAUKEE COUNTY )

Affiant, being ffist duly sworn on. oatli, states as follows:

1. That affiant is a Police Detective currently assigned to the Milwaukee Police Department

Intelligence Fusion Center.

2. That affiant has worked full-time as a law enforcement officer for more than 12 years.

3. That affiantknows throu^personal involvement in this investigation, in an official capacity,

that on 08/05/2012 at about 10:25AM, a 911 police call for service was generated at The

SIKH TEMPLE at 7512 S. Howeh Av, in The City of Oak Creek, County ofMilwaukee.

The call was for shots fired at the location. At about 10:30AM, Lt. BrianMURPHY arrived

at the scene. A white male wearing awMte T-sliizt, with gray writing, with blackjeans, and

black boots was armed widi a handgun. Lt. MURPHY v.'as in full uniform. The suspect

pointed and fired the firearm at Lt. MURPHY. Lt. MURPHYwas Irit atleast eighttirncs by

gunfire. PO returned fire at the suspect. Tlie suspectwas shot once in the

head, and expired at the scene. Lt. MURPHY was transported to Froedtert hospital for

treatment Multiple citizens were injured aud possibly killed insidethetemple, butthe total

number could not be determined at this time.

4. A red Chevrolet Yukon, WI/399TJA was located in the parking lot at the scene, with the

1



windows open, keys inside, and no occupants. The plate was runthrough Wisconsin DOT,

revealing a listing to WadeM. PAGE, W/M 11/11/1971, of3748AE. Holmes Av, in Tlie

City of Cudahy, County ofMilwaukee.

5. At2:55PM, CaptaiiJ Milwaukee Police compared aDOTphoto ofWADE, to

the suspect, and positively identified PAGE as the suspect.

6. The afliant knows through the obser^^ations of Investigatorl and Cudahy

property records, that the address of 3748A E. Holme's Ave is a tw'o-story, two family

residence having a gray and black roof, gray sidingwitli white trim. The comraon.entcy door

faces Soutli, andthenumbers 3748A appear the West ofthe front door and face South. This

residence is in the city ofCudahy and County ofhfilwaukee.

7. That based upon afBant's training and experience, that subjects who possess firearms often

possess Cartridges, holsters, additional magazines, cleaning supplies, ammunition and/or

firearms in their residences.

8.
^
That based upon aftiant's training and experience, afiBantknows timtweapons Canbe secreted

in any part of a residence including garages, vehicles and storage areas related to the

premises and onpersons located in the residence; and thatthe execution ofa searchwarrant

usually results in the seizure of such items associated with firearms as cartridges, holsters,

additional magazines, cleaning supplies, ammunition and usually results in the recovery of

personal property such as utility bills, canceled mail envelopes, hanlc statements, keys,

photographs, videotapes, and other items or documents wMch establish the identities of

persons in control ofthe premises and odier items.

9.

That affiant Imowsthatthepresence offireannsm the residencepresents a significantrisk to

b6
b7C

2



tlie safely ofHie officers executing the search warrant, tliat it is common for more Hianone

firearm to be locatedina residence and thatthe informationpresented inthis affidavit forms,

the basis to request a no-knock waixant.

10. Based on the nature of dais crime, affiant believes that premeditation and planning was

involved prior to the execution ofthe multiple shootings. Ibase this assertionoathefactthat

the crime occurred at a religious ceremony servicing Sikh citizens, and Wade is acaucasion

male who W'as not a member of the community. I believe it probable that documents and

stored electronic devices are likely present at the residence and they wotild demonstrate

survehlaace, planning and preparation for the assault as well as information related to

associates or co-conspirators. I am therefore seeldng permission to seize any documents and

electronic storage devices on scene.

11. That affiant, based upon affiant's training and experience, seeks permission to search all

persons on the premises because: a) the premises in question is a private residence and

vi'eapons and other weapon-related contraband may easily be secreted on one's person.

12. Affiant states that based on the above stated information that there is probable cause to

believe that evidence ofthe crimes of.First Degree Intentional Homicide, Attempt, 940.01,

and 939.05 ofthe Wisconsin Statutes, is now located at tiic residence described above in-

paragraph 6, and respectfully request permission to search said residence and persons.

3



13. Tills affidavit was reviewed and approved by District Attorney John Chisholm.

d3

b6
b7C

Subscribed and swbr^i to before me this 5th

day of Augustf, 2012. /
i..

Notary Public, State ofWisconsin ^
My coimmssion_siipivesj^^^^^^

14. GO-COlff-MD-SWF .S\V (CLERICAt) 2-05

4
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

^ OfrfipiAL Record
S /J) \ vtftrfeO t/ *

Date of entry 08/06/2012

On 08/Q 6/2Q12, Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Special Agent (SA)

interviewed date of birth (DOB)

:

at Classic Bowling Lanes, 7501 South Howell Avenue, Oak Creek,

Wisconsin.

DOB;

SA obtained consent

7501

from

cellular phone: to interview

present for a portion of the

cellular phone:

interview.

interview,

was also present for a portion of the

After being advised of the identity of the interviewing agent

and the nature of the interview, [provided the following information:

b6
b7C

Sikh Temple, Oak Creek, Wisconsin
]

J when a purple car or taxi cab with four doors pulled into the

parking lot and stopped behind a series of vehicles. The driver (shooter)

of the vehicle exited and immediately began speed-walking towards two

individuals present in the parking lot. The shooter then reached for a

pistol on his hip and shot the two individuals several times.

thought the sound was initially fireworks, but he soon realized that the

shooter was firing at the two men in the parking lot.
j
stated one of

the individuals who was shot was wearing a- white gown and black turban.

I I

had seen this individual at the Sikh Temple a couple of times. The

second individual who was shot was wearing a light green shirt and jeans.

I ] stated the referenced second individual was supposed to conduct the

service on 08/05/2012 at the Sikh Temple.

the two men get shot.

1

jsikh Temple. ] 1

n
1
During the interview, was able to point to the man who

|( known to SA| Iasi 1 DOB:
j j.

Sikh Temple,]
|] ]

that there was a shooter outside. Initially,

1

1

1 they quickly realized he was

not joking. the rest of the people in the kitchen then went in

the adjoining pantry until the police arrived. While hiding- in the pantry,

UNCLASSIPIED / /FOUO

Investigation on 08/05/2012 at
Creek, Wisconsin, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File# 266N-MW-2 440609 Datedrafted 08/06/2012

by

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not

to be distributed outside your agency.
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UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

266N-MW-2440609

Continuation ofFD-302 of Interview of On 08/05/2012 2 of 2

I I heard loud gun shots from other areas in the Sikh Temple

approximately 15 or 20 minutes.

Bikh Temple.

did not see the shooter

for

stated that the shooter shot a man in the_ Sikh Temple and then

told

b6
b7C

that hestole money from the collection plate,

should only tell the interviewing agent what he saw, and not provide any

stories about what other victims had seen while they were in the Sikh

Temple

.

acknowledged advice and agreed to provide

information only on what he had seen.

I [
described the shooter as a white male, slim build, 5* 6 " or 5 ^

7" in height, clean shaven, and approximately 36 or 37 years old.

stated the shooter was wearing dark blue jeans, a black t-shirt, and black

[goggles or sunglasses . ]did not see any tattoos on the shooter^ s

an

individucil who ,_J
school

.

stated the [would know r

b6
b7C

contact information,

following information for

address

:

phone number:
|_

e-mail

agreed to draw a sketch of the parking lot and Sikh Temple in the

presence of SA

la envelope)

.

as a reference point for SaI

Jsigned and dated the document (attached in a

J drew the kitchen and pantry in the Sikh Temple
"[circled the

portion he drew and then signed and dated the sketch as well.

1

b6
b7C

was then shown a series of six photographs of potential subjects,

reviewed the six photographs and stated that the individual in

photograph one or photograph two contained the shooter but he was not

certain which individual. Following the interview, SA
|

~| labeled the

photographs "1" through "6" (originals maintained in la envelope)

.

UNCLASSIFIED/ /FOUO
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

OpFiciAL Record
A< >»?,'» U»n l> •

‘ ttiTifei'J FW o'j'KtiV-n

Date of entry Q8/Q6/2012

1
. date of birth (DOB) home address:

]
Milwaukee^ Wisconsin^ telephone number:

alternate telephone number: was interviewed at Classic Lanes,

7501 South Howell Street, Oak Creek, Wisconsin. After being advised of the

identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview,

provided the following information:

the Sikh Temple, Oak

shots being fired. the Sikh Temple and hid in the

While I I was in thekitchen’s storeroom with 16 or 17 people.

storeroom, he heard shooting and screaming from people outside the

storeroom. | 1 estimated that the group hid in the storeroom for

approximately 45 minutes.
| |

was unsure of the time that the shooting

took place, but stated the Temple’s service begins at 10:30AM. I I could

not repall if he assisted anyone into the Temple following the shooting,

did not see the shooter at any point.
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Case ID #:

266N-MW-2440609

(U)|

(U) Wade Michael Page;

AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: U//LES As of 5 August 2012, unconfirmed number of

individuals attacked an Sikh Temple at 7512 S. Howell, Milwaukee,

Wisconsin using unknown firearms.
There were possibly four shooters, and possibly 20 victims. The number

of shooters, victims and type of firearms used are unconfirmed. The

status of the victims are also unknown.
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Date of entry 08/06/2012

_J date of birth I
|
social security number

cell phone number home address of

|_Apartment I I Bayview, Wisconsin was interviewed at

I

Cudahy, Wisconsin. After being advised o

the interviewing Agents and the nature of the interview,

following information:

entity of

rovided the

I I

(ph) , lived at I

|

Cudahy, Wisconsin for a couple of years
.

moved from said residence

approximately six months ago. | | was unsure if knew WADE MICHAEL
PAGE. PAGE possibly moved into 3725 East Holmes Avenue . Cudahv , Wisconsin
after

I
I moved. I Iphone number was

Photographs of PAGE and the UNSUB were shown t

not have knowledge of PAGE or the UNSUB.

o - and <
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Date of entry 08/06/2012

address

date of birth (DOB) residential

]
Greenfield, Wisconsin, home telephone

] cellular telephone numbernumber

interviewed at CLASSIC LANES, 7501 South Howell Avenue. Oak Creek,

was

Wisconsin. Also present for the interview was

b6
b7C

(Agent Note:

was wearing a vest identifying himself as an interpreter, however,

appeared to be comforting After being advised of the

identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview,

provided the following information;

Prior to 11:00 AM on August 5, 2012,

SIKH TEMPLE of WISCONSIN.

Creek, Wisconsin
.|

the kitchen and tolcj_

located at 7512 South Howell Avenue. Oak
entered

J there had been a shooting. Two to three minutes

later, a man entered the kitchen and shot one woman in the arm and a second

woman in the foot.

13 women
took the

]
into the pantry. A total of

]hid in the pantry. During this time. heard

20-30 gunshots coming from inside the main entrance to the temple. Police

eventually located and freed the 13 women [from the pantry.

b6
b7C

At the time of the interview,

DOB:
| I

was unaccounted for.
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Creek, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File# 266N-MW-244Q6Q9
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Date of entry 08/06/2012

was interviewed atdate of birth (DOB)

7501 S. Howell Avenue, Oak Creel, Wisconsin. After being advised of the

identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview,]

provided the following information through an interpreter,!

DOB:
I Lake Geneva, Wisconsin, cellular

came to United States

1

—
and his family had been

1 1 0«/04/2012. I 1 could not remember his new

address but knew his residence was on! 1 in Oak Creek,

Wisconsin. On 08/05/2012,1 1 werel |

1 n 1

[suddenly ran into the pantry

b6
b7C

yelling, "The shooters are here, the white guys, send them to the

basement." As

warn others. "As^

in a panic, ran back into the Temple

was exiting the pantry

to

he heard two shots coming from the parking lot area.

the Temple,

kitchen are

heard another four shots coming from an unknown area of

then another three to four additional shots coming from the

hidWhile in the basement.

Ivith an additional seven to eight Temple members
yeriuu oi sirence

,

in the

After c

exited

through the lunch area,|

area, whom he believed was

the Temple,

see what was occurring within the Temple. As they exited

observed one adult female lying in a na

and dead.

another

to

b6
b7C

Iway

shot As he continued to walk throua

came out of

1

1 1

[had been shot. walked
|

f

I

and locked the door. While in the

someone crying out in pain, whom he thought was|

[ ] believed they waited in

Icould hear

ror approximately ^o-rriinutes

until the police forced open the door and escorted everyone to safety.

did not hear anymore shots being fired from the time he left the

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
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Continuation ofFD-302 of Interview of^
| ^_On 08/05/2012 _page 2 of 2

until his rescue by the police. did_Q£it_aee the shooter,

but thought
|
had, but only from behind. was not injured

during the incident.
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Date of entry 08/06/2012

I

date of birth (DOB)
| |

was

interviewed at his residence:]
|
Oak Creek, Wisconsin,

telephone number |
Also present for the interview was I

(hereafter referred to as | , DOB:

cellular telephone number |. After being advised of

the identities of the interviewing Agents and the nature of the interview,

provided the following information:

^ J is an employee at
| |

located at| I

Oak Creek, Wisconsin, On the morning of August 5 , 2012, | |

dropped off at| at 10:00 AM. I I remained in the

parking lot of
|
until

"

^proximately 10:15 - 10:20 AM and then

departed. At approximately 10:25 AM, heard four gunshots when the

police were already on scene at the Sikh temple located
| |

I
did not see who was shooting.

until 11:00 AM,

d two other employees were the only persons located within

£

10:25 AM as was not scheduled to open

identified the two other employees located in the

(phonetic) , and

(phonetic)

Investigation on 08/05/2012 at
Creek, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File# 266N-MW-2440609 Datedrafted 08/06/2012
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I

stated that the subject was home "all the time" as his black

and red Yukon was always parked in the subject *s designated parking spot -

a gravel area next to the garage. Occasionally the subject was seen

leaving around 1600 or 1700 with some frequency, but always returned after

a short time. The subject was not seen with anyone else or known to have

visitors. believed the subject moved into the residence the early

part of July (2012) . The subject tended to keep the downstairs door open,

even during inclement weather. The subject was described as having short

hair and arms covered in tattoos . The never made contact or

talked with the subject.

On 08/05/2012, the observed the subject leaving in his Yukon

at 0630. The subject had difficulty pulling out of his parking spot as he

had to back up and pull forward numerous times. The subject had not

returned by the time the left at 0700.

b6
b7C

On 08/03/2012, the observed the subject return to his

residence at approximately 1600. He carried a shopping bag and a white,

flat cardboard box into his residence.

Investigation on 08/06/2012 at
Cudahy, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)
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Date of entry 08/06/2012

date of birtn

cellular telephone number

1
residential address

I3ak Creek, Wisconsin, 53154,

J was interviewed at CLASSIC LANES,

7501 South Howell Avenue, Oak Creek, Wisconsin. After being advised of the

identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview,

provided the following information:

b6
b7C

approximately 5M" or 5*5" tall, wearing black or dark colored trousers and

a white shirt, running towards the main entrance of the Sikh Temple. The

male carried a gun in his right hand and a magazine in his left hand.

b6
b7C

c Si^ited the temple parking lot and called 911 at 10:26 AM (Agent

displayed this call entry with the 10:26 AM time stamp on his
reported his

Note:,

cellular telephone to SPECIAL AGENT
[

call to 911 was unanswered.! [then proceeded
VALUE INN and at FLANNERY'S BAR at the intersection of Wells and

Jefferson. returned to the Sikh Temple at 11:30 AM.

b6
b7C
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Date of entry 08/06/2012

residence|^

date of birth (DOB) was interviewed at her

telephone number
number

I
I Cudahy, Wiscons in along with

utilized cellular

I
utilized cellular telephone

After being advised of the identity of the

interviewing Agents and the nature of the interview
provided the following information:

1 and
b6
b7C

and moved to the 1

. They rent from landlord!

and has had several

renters since October 2011

.

typically introduces
!""

general awareness.
| [

and

an introduction in early July 2012.

worked third shift, and as a result,

I to and for

] first met WADE MICHEAL PAGE during

and
I I

thought PAGE

did not interact with PAGE often. b6
b7C

Approximately one week ago, PAGE moved to

Cudahy, Wisconsin. This upper is also

lists the rentals online at craigslist.com.

typically

and|
I

recalled an older red and black sport utility
vehicle (SUV) parked in front of the 3725 East Holmes location.

opined the SUV belonged to PAGE.

and

and were shown a photograph of an UNKNOWN SUBJECT

b6
b7C
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(UNSUB) believed to be associated with PAGE,

had any information concerning the UNSUB.

Neither nor
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Date of entry 08/06/2012

I
I
also known asl I date of birth (DOB)

| |

residential address Lake Geneva, Wisconsin ,

home telephone number
,
cellular telephone number

was interviewed at CLASSIC LANES, 7501 South Howell Avenue, Oak
Creek, Wisconsin. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing
Agent and the nature of the interview, provided the following
information:

SIKH TEMPLE of WISCONSIN on August 5, 2«012.

serve lunch for the devotees at the

, 2012. [departed the temple at

I

returned to the temple parking lot at approximately 10:45 AM and was

prevented from entering the parking lot as five or six cars in front of him
were stopped. I was informed by police there had been a shooting in the

temple. I panicked becausel DOB:

and DOB: ,
were

in the temple. did not observe a gunman and he did not hear any

gunshots

.

reported

.

1 saw the man
the temple. Theat the temple. The

| |
[because the shooter was

re-loading his gun and was 15-20 yards away from ,

informed a woman about the shootings and at that point, a

women who were working in the kitchen locked themselves in the pantry.

noted
Paxtol

serving lunch for the temple’s devotees. Had I

to the grocery store j

who, according toj

I was

not accompanied

had been shot.

Investigation on 08/05/2012 at
Creek, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)
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Date ofentry 08/06/2012

date of birth (DOB) residing at

1

Oak, Creek, WI 53154, cellular phone was

interviewed at the place of his employment -|

Milwaukee, WI. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing
Agent and the nature of the interview,

information:

provided the following

b6
b7C

On 08/05/2012, at approximately 0805,
|

[attended temple in Oak

Creek, WI . A full-size, possibly Chevrolet, truck with a bed cover pulled

into the temple parking lot, parking near the front door, just before

could not recall the color of the truck or any

other identifying information. The driver of the truck was a lone white

male, slim build, clean shaven, with short brown hair wearing a white

tee-shirt. had not seen the individual before. The unknown

male remained in the truck and was still in the vehicle at the same

location when] I exited the temple and departed five minutes later

(approximately 0810)
.

could not provide any additional details

nor recalled if the unknown male had tattoos.

On 08/06/2012, at approximately 0805,
j

[also attended temple

in Oak Creek, WI . A dark green, or black, small truck with an open bed was

already parked at the temple. Two white males with slim builds,

medium-length brown hair, about 21 years of age, and wearing white

tee-shirts. were seated in the truck,

individuals before. Neither were the individual

lhad not seen these

saw on

08/05/2012.

he recall if they had tattoos

could not provide any additional details nor could b6
b7C
b7E

Reference

;

Investigation on 08/05/2012 at
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)
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Date of entry 08/06/2012

b6
b7C

(U)
I I

indicated that he was just north of
|

Oak

Creek, Wisconsin inside He observed a W/M, approximately

6*0, 180-200 pounds, medium build, with brown hair wearing black shorts, a

black shirt and a large "9/11" tattoo on his right bicep taking pictures at

the scene. A reporter from the Milwaukee Journal asked the W/M who he

worked for. The W/M replied that he was taking pictures for himself. As

the reporter asked more questions, the individual stopped taking pictures

and walked away.
|

noticed that the individual walked quite a

distance

model) .

further

(U)
I [

took a cell phone picture of the vehicle. However, it was- poor

quality. The make, model and license plate were not visible.

to another parking lot and got into a red car (unknown, make

thought the location was strange because it was parked much

away than any other vehicle.

(U) I

I

date of birth (DOB)
|

I of I

I

] Greenfield, Wisconsin, telephone number of
|
was

interviewed at 7501 S. Howell Avenue, Oak Creek, Wisconsin. After being

advised of the identity of the interviewing agent (SA \
provided the following information:

(U) 1 was not |i nside the Sihk Temple at the time of the shooting

.

However, was inside and was killed. As a result,
]

~| was

emotional and wanted to give a brief statement so he could attend to his

family.

Investigation on 08/05/2012 at
Creek, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)
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Date of entry 08/06/2012

^

date o f birth (DOB)
| |

Social Security

Account Number (SSAN) | I cellular telephone number
| |

residence address on South Milwaukee, WI, was

interviewed at her place of residence. After being advised of the identity

of the int^rvi pwing Agent, Sa
| [

and the nature of the

interview. provided the following information:

*

for the past 13 years . In addition.

works at wherer n
1

;zi has lived at her olace of res Ldence with
for the pa

1

fanei st eight years.
1

?
where and preside, and^

^

The basement of the residence is als.o separated into halves

.

The left half belongs to and the right half belongs to the

WADE MICHAEL PAGE (WADE)

WADE originated.

1 ZZL
past six months.

1
describee] JWADE

moved into

did not know from where

as being very

quiet and great tenants. There was never any yelling from the apartment.

They never had company at the apartment. The police had never visited the

apartment. WADe
| ] were not known to have possession of drugs or

firearms

.

[
WI.

at work^ f I a ”militarv"looking" quvr f

absence at the apartment.

]has been

lin Oak Creek,

While=
often due to

I I
could have been applying to or attending

I I The mailman recently mistakenly placed a piece

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

Investigation on 08/05/2012 at
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assumed WADE may have been going through bouts of unemployment.

was described as
1

n jcould not recall 1 1

Lormally.particular attention.
1

dresses n

Che*

,
1 WADE dr.pT7(=» a rng-t- ed red

vrolet Blazer with a black to] , WADE always

traveled in WADE*s Blazer. WADE had no additional vehicles, such

as motorcycles or scooters.

had minimal contact with WADE. In April,

did not know where WADE worked, but did

see him arrive at the apartment at approximately 7:00AM GST on- some

mornings. WADE returned from work wearing a muscle shirt and shorts.

b6
b7C

thought WADE was in a band. On some weekends, WADE left the

apartment with guitar cases and amplifiers

.

WADE was described as a white male, approximately 5*10” tall with a

stocky build. He had several tattoos on the back of his legs, on the back

of his neck, and on his biceps and forearms of skulls and other symbols.

He had short, dark hair and occasionally wore glasses.

WADE moved out of in the beginning of July,

2012.
1 1 fQUnd it strange that there were no arauments betweenl I

1
[before left the apartment . saw WADE loading guitar cases

and black garbage bags into the back of his Blazer. While loading the

vehicle, he greeted
] [

but did not pursue further conversation.

has a good relationship with their landlord and felt that the

landlord could provide additional information on] jif needed.

provided the following contact information on her landlord:

Pr-nnV Iii: 53154

had minimal contact with WADE.

contact information for

provided the following
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At the time of interview,

residence for an interview.

b6
b7C

was on his way to the

did not know whether or not her neighbors had contact with WADE
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Date of entry 08/06/2012

Security Account Number (SSAN)

residence address

corner of

date Qt birth (dob) Social

telephone number

Cudahy , WI, was interviewed at the

in Cndahy WT . Aft^r heir[g

advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent, SA

the nature of the interview,

and

provided the following information:

Within thfi na<^t ty/n weeks.

was approached by a white "russian-looking guy" who

wanted to store a blue motorcycle in

recently moved into the neighborhood

.

store anything in his garage « |

corner ofl

garage. The man had

refused to let the man

garage is located near the

in Cudahy, WI

.

did not want any involvement with the police in the area due

to the man’s request for storage.

b6
b7C
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Date of entry 08/06/2012

Also Known As

curity account number

[date of birth
|

home telephone number

, was interviewed at her

".nomonp.e Wisconsin. Alsoresidence:] I Menomonee Wisconsin. Alsc

present for the interview was Detective of the Milwaukee

Police Department's Intelligence Fusion Center. After being advised o f the

identities of the interviewing Agents and the nature of the interview^
]

provided the following information:

On Friday evening > August 3, 2012, at approximately 8:30 - 8:40 PM,

in her vehicle with

I via the Sikh Temple in Brookfield,

Wisconsin when she observed three white males in a black or dark-colored

pickup truck enter, the temple’s parking lot (Agent Note: For orientation

purposes, the Sikh Religious Society of Wisconsin Temple is located at 3675

North Calhoun Road, Brookfield, Wisconsin. North Calhoun Road is a

north-south oriented road. The Temple’s parking lot is located in the rear

of the temple and is accessible via two driveways leading to the main

parking lot off North Calhoun Road. One driveway is located north of the

temple, the other to the south, both on North Calhoun Road) . I I advised

the pickup truck drove south on North Calhoun Road and entered the Temple’s

parking lot via the northern driveway.

I I recalled the windows of the truck were clear and thus, she was

able to describe the driver of the truck as a tall, "younger" white male in

his 20s or 30s, with tattoos visible on his left arm. The three white males

sat in a row in the truck and were talking to each other. was unsure

if the truck had a single or extended cab and did not know the make of

model of the truck.
| |

described the wheels of the truck as "regular" in

size. p j

did not observe the truck depart the temple’s parking lot.

Investigation on 08/05/2012' at
Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Official Record
AS ttj'iah.rt* »«»« Lm vns*trf Ir* *

Date of entry 08/ 06/2012

dat e of birth (DOB

)

Security Account I^umber fSSAN)

residence addressI
d telephone number

Social

at 7501 South Howel l Avenue, Oak Cii^eek,

was telephone numbeJ

translating.

Agent, SA

JLL

Oak Creek, WI, was interviewed

Alsp present at the interview

who assisted in

After being advised of the identity of the interviewing

and the nature of the interview. provided

the following information:

been firing towards or near the kitchen because of the proximity of the

gunfire. Two and a half hours later, they were brought out by the police.

b6
b7C

On August 5, 2012 at approximately 4:21PM CST,
| |

was shown a photo

lineup but could not provide identification for the photos.

Investigation on 08/05/2012 at
Oak Creek, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File# 266N-MW-2440609 b6 Datedrafted 08/06/2012

, . . b7C
by

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not

to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Official RgcoRD
7* Ijfh

Arf brrti t> •
* fW vA'fflWVyi 6«TU«>1.

Dale of entry 08/06/2012

|/WITNESS IDENTITY INFORMATION

date of birth (DOB) residence

address of Lake Geneva, WI, was interviewed at

P

Oak Creek, WI

.

DOB

identity of the interviewing Agent, SA

the interview,
| [

provided the following information:

and the nature of b6
b7C

On August 5, 2012, at approximately 8:00AM CST,

arrived at the Sikh Temple in Oak

approximately 12 others. After the meal.

and

at approximately 10:20AM CST,
| |

saw a man step out

of a dark purple taxi at the temple driveway. The man began to walk

quickly towards the temple.
| |

thought that she heard a firecracker

explode near the man. After closer examination,
|

[noticed the man was

carrying a handgun . | Iknew the weapon was a handgun due to her

experience

b6
b7C

[described the shooter as a bald, white male wearing dark glasses,

a white sleeveless undershirt, and long blue jeans. The shooter had a

tattoo that looked like a dragon on his left arm. The shooter had tattoos

on his arms and head.

escaped into the kitchen pantry, where others were hiding.

While in the pantry
,|

police about the i ncident.

than one shooter. may
to the kitchen pantry.

heard approximately 14 shots. She noticed

een shot in the hand. Someone called the

guessed that there may have been more

have seen a second shooter on their way

b6
b7C

Investigation on 08/05/2012 at
Creek, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File# 266N-MW-2440609 b6 Datedrafted 08/06/2012

b7C
by

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not

to be distributed outside your agency.
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2 66N-MW-2440609

Continuation ofFD-302 of On 08/05/2012 Page 2 of 2

After nearly two and a hal f hours of hiding^ the police arrived and the

group left the pantry.
|

|saw three
^

nn the ground in the temple

that were not moving. A bus transported and those who were in the

pantry to the command post at 7501 South Howell Avenue^ Oak Creek, WI.

On August 5

lineup.
I

I

, 2012 at approximately 4:25PM CST,
| |

was shown a photo

identified the second person in the lineup as the shooter.

b6
b7C
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Official fjgcoRp
h9« birm t/ «m »A>r«*is« 6y»w*’>.

Date of entry 08/06/2012

place of employment. After being advised of the identity of the

interviewing agent/detective (SA

b6
b7C

Department Detective

information:

and Oak Creek Police

]provided the following

was at on(U) On August 5, 2012,

Creek, Wisconsin. While inside the store, he heard about a shooting in

7500 block of
-t-n

in Oak

wa:

in

registration plate!

S. Howell Avenue in Oak Creek.
|

|was curious and

what yas happening . As a result, he drove over to the area

red, 19 99 Chevrolet Cavalier, 2 door, Wisconsin
* (VIN He parked the vehicle

in an adjacent parking lot and walked up the area where the media was

staged. indicated that he was taking pictures and video

footage of the scene. He indicated that while in the parking lot he

b6
b7C

of the scene

.

observed a news reporter talking to the[

While he was watching the interview, a shorter W/F approached him and

asked him who he was with (meaning what media outlet)
.

indicated he was taking pictures for himself. The W/F then asked him if he

had problems with the Shites . | | did not understand why she was

asking him those questions and stopped filming. He remained in the parking

for about 10 minutes then went home at approximately 12:59 pm.

His next
(U)

contact with

at 11:46 am at

he talked to

cellular telephone history showed he contacted I

] (possibly at 10 : 14 am at

1
W/F, DOB

I

'

He had multiple contacts with]

at 1:20 pm at

until
b6
b7C

(U) I I was shown a photograph of a person of interest in the

captioned investigation. ^
himself.

^identified the person in the photo as

was then shown a photograph of WADE PAGE.

advised he had never seen PAGE before and did not identify the photo.

Investigation on 08/06/2012 at
Cudahy, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File# 266N-MW-2440609
g Date drafted 08/06/2012

b7Cby|
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266N-MW-2440609

Interview of

Continuation ofFD-302 ofl

W/M,

0^ 08/06/2012 2 of 2

(U)
I

[indicated that he is not now, nor has he ever been a

member of an anti-government or white supremacists organization . He has

b6
b7C

1-ha1- hia wag a mg>mhp»T- of i-h<=. Army frnin

1
[joined the Army in

He werit through basic training and

attended basic explosives training at Fort Leonardwood.

he was supposed tn rennrt tn Fnrt Hnnd Texas Hnwpvpr.

Upon graduation,

he fp11~ he wa.s, not

proficient

As a result,!

remained

He

(U)

indicated that he wes horn

which is about

]
provided the following family history and.

DOB
I DOB I

^

but grew up in|

New York Citv.l

~land

har.krtrnnnd. He

number is

[both live in NY.
^

I lives in Aurora, Colorado and. Hi p nhnna

DOB

lives in NY.

(U) just after 9/11. As a result,

in July, 2002, he obtained a tattoo commemorating 9/11. In October, 2002,

he moved from New York to Oak Creek, WI to pursue an online dating

relationship. He moved into his current residence.

I

Oak Creek, WI. After moving to' WI, he worked atj

200.^ to 2005. In 2005. he joined the Army and after

from

moved to

b6
b7C

he moved back to Oak Creek, Wisconsin. He worked a variety of odd jobs

until P I
when he got hired by his current employer,

j j

(U) At the conclusion of the interview.

Detective

granted SA and

verbal consent to search his auto. The vehicle was

searched and nothing of evidentiary value was found.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

f. ^ Official Record
turn vnsHrO tv *

Date of entry 08/06/2012

information: b6
b7C

Neitheaj [loij
|
could identify WADE MICHEAL PAGE or an

UNKNOWN SUBJECT (UNSUB ) believed to be associated with PAGE from

photographs. [stated PAGE lived at two locations, 3748A East Holmes

Avenue, and 3725A East Holmes Avenue, both in Cudahy, Wisconsin,

physically identified both locations by pointing to each.

I I recalled a bonfire at the 3725A East Holmes Avenue address

several weeks ago, on an unspecified date. I I remembers an

individual, similar in appearance to PAGE, with a bald head and thinner

build. The individual requested kindling from
] ^

I because the others

at 3725A were having difficulty starting a fire. could not provide

any additional information concerning this person since it was evening and

lighting was poor.

recalled PAGE moved to 3748A approximately one week ago.

noted a female with a baby visiting PAGE.During the last week.

The female was described as having long hair, mid twe^nties and Caucasian.

The unknown female may have driven a black Cavalier.
|

could not

verify if the vehicle belonged to the unidentified female.

b6
b7C

since approximately 07/28/2012,
|

[noted loud music emanating from

3748A at odd times of the day, such as 05:00 AM. In addition,

described "blood curdling screams" and shouting as part of what appeared to

InvestigaCion on 08/06/2012 at
Cudahy, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File# 266N-MW-2440609

by

_b6

b7C
Date drafted 08/06/2012
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be an argument the morning of 08/04/2012. The shouting and screams
appeared to come from a single male voice.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Official Record
T«Ki . . !(W

6yiw«').

Date of entry 08/06/2012

date gf h1rth
(SSAN)

WI,

moR
residence addressf

Social
Security Account Number

Milwaukee, WI, cellular telephone number|

interviewed at 7501 South Howell Avenue, Oak Creek, WI.

advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent, SA^
the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

was

After being
and

At approximately 10:05AM CST,
| |

arrived at the SIKH TEMPLE in Oak

Creek to attend church services. Between approximately 10 :05AM CST and

10:20CST, two or three people left the main blessing room.

b6
b7C

10:20AM CST, a man
shooting happening.”

At approximately

ran into the main blessing area and said there was ”a

|the main blessing room a neighboring hallway
in an attempt to escape the area. When they approached the hallway, |

saw a man with a black handgun entering the temple and advancing to the

hallway near

s

”1

While proceeding to the hallway, the man
was reloading the handgun, which was located in his right hand. The man

sa and began firing at them.
b6
b7C

I I

described the shooter as a young white male, approximately 5*8"

tall, with short, dark hair and glasses. The man was wearing a grey,

long-sleeved shirt and long pants.

I

guessed that she may have been saved by
additional gunfire because the shooter *s view was likely obstructed by

during

the shooting. rn
in

entered the kitchen and hid with approximately 13 women

a locked pantry.
b6
b7C

While hidden in the kjtr’hpn

unknown number of rounds

pantry, she heard the shooter fire an

did not know the location of the shooter.

Approximately 15 minutes after the shooting ceased, she heard crying in

the building. n and those who were with her were locked in the pantry
for over two hours until the group heard "clear" from several male voices.

Investigation on 08/05/2012 at
Creek, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File# 266N-MW-244 0609 Date drafted 08/06/2012

bv l I
bb
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I I

provided a hand-drawn map of the building, labeled by SA

At approximately 4:19PM on August 5, 2012

—

I Jwas shown a lineup of

potential subjects in the shooting incident* did not provide
identification in the photos.

tr

tr

--J
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UNCLASSIFIED//POUO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Official Record
iur<«

M J by «

<*n*6!5 KM Mmtiwft

Form Type:
I

Title: (u
|

Approved By

:

Drafted By:

Date: 08/06/2012

b6
b7C
b7E

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;

AOT - White Supremacist Extremists

f

Synopsis: (U) I I stated subject never received mail at home* Postal
Inspector will check postal records in Oak Creek, Cudahy,

and South Milwaukee to see if subject had a P.O* Box or had mail
forwarded to another address.

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

Sen oil 3T-



UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO (IP ID] Page 1 of

2

IP ID:

ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP^i

Current Date:

Created By:

Received By:

nR/nfi/?ni7 04ry pm edt Precedence: Priority

(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 09:44 AM
rOT

08/06/2012 09:10 AM CST

b6
b7C
b7E

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION

Contact Method: In Person

Reporting Person:

,
Male

Residence Address:

Cudahy, WI 53110

NARRATIVE

{stated subject never received mail at home. Postal Inspectoij_

records in Oak Creek. Cudahv. and South Milwaukee to see if subject had a P.O. Box or had mail forwarded
Jwill check postal

to another address 3FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 09:44 AM CDT]

b6
b7C
b7E

LEADS FROM FBI Milwaukee Investigations

Lead Number:
Type:

To:

Lead:

]
Action Required

FBI - Milwaukee

Postal Inspector

Status: Covered

never received mail at his home.
Creek, Cudahy and South Milwaukee to see

forwarded to another address.

ag infnrm^d that subject (Wade Michael Page)

was checking postal records in Oak
if Page had a P.O. Box or had mail

Disposition:

Disposition Data for Lead Number

telephonically spoke with Postal InspectoiT

PAGE made a request on 03/01/2012 tO"

On 08/06/2012 S/|

I
|who advised that WADE M

have his mailing address changed from 726 Minnesota Avenue, Apartment 5,

South Milwaukee, WI 53172 to 1422 1/2 Marquette Avenue, South Milwaukee, WI
53172. Then on 07/16/2012 WADE PAGE made a request to switch his mailing

address from 1422 1/2 Marquette Avenue_Soiitb_tlilwaukee, WI 53172 to 3748A
East Holmes Avenue, Cudahy, WI 53110.

| |
advised that a final request

was made on 07/19/2012 for WADE PAGE'S mailing address to be changed from

726 Minnesota Avenue, Apartment 5, South Milwaukee, WI 53172 to 1422 1/2

Marquette Avenue, South Milwaukee, WI 53172. The final request did not make
any mention of the most recent mailing address on Holmes, but the post office

had historical information on same.

Based on the above information. Postal Inspector] jopined that it was
possible that WADE PAGE was receiving mail at the following addresses: 3748A
East Holmes Avenue, Cudahy, WI 53110 and/or 1422 1/2 Marquette Avenue,
South Milwaukee, WI 53172.

b6
b7C
b7E

b7E

2/25/2013



UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO (IP ID Page 2 of

2

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION
J

IP Status: Completed - 08/06/2012 02:01 PM CST

Submitted By: 1

CDT
KFBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 09:44 AM

b6ASSESSMENT Relevant

Assessment By:

4^31
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 09:44 AM b7C

b7E

LEAD EVALUATION
Investigations: Leads Required

Evaluated By:
| ] (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 10:01

LEADS

AM CST

Lead Number: Type: Action Required

Status: Covered

Created By:
[

AM CST
^(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 10:09

Approved By: |(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)

Entered By:

AM CST
|(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 10:09

Assigned To:
|

IE (FBI “ Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 10:10 AM
CST

Assigned By:

AM CS
1

^(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 10:10

Disposition By:
[

CST
J(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 12:14 PM

Entered By: [

CST
](FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 12:14 PM

Approved By: 1 IfFBI " Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)

Entered By:
\_

PM CST
^(FBI “ Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 02:01

Case ID: 266N-MW-2440609

b6
b7C
b7E

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since

Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a

later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person:

Male
I

Residence Address:

Cudahy, WI 53110

Related IP ID(s): I

b6
b7C
b7E

IP ID:

' UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

2/25/2013
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UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

Official Record
/J1 liv.'ir fcy«« vrtfcittJ v

cWj'io^ fW »»\'ttna*w» A^»Sf«n.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type:

Title: (U)

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;

AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Caller said she had seen the suspect in a local gym
"Experience Fitness" she said he looks exactly like the guy in the
picture. She said the Gym is located at the corner of Howell and Puetz
which is close to where the shooting occurred. She said it has been a

couple months since she had seen the guy.

Date: 08/06/2012

b6
b7C
b7E

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO



UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO (IP ID Page 1 of

2

IP ID:

ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP#

b6
b7C
b7ECurrent Date:

Created By:

Received By:

08/06/2012 04:35 PM EDT Precedence: Routine

(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 02:41 PM
rnr

08/06/2012 02:36 PM CDT

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION

Contact Method: Other

Reporting Person:

Female

Residence Address:

Oak Creek, WI 53154

Contact Info: Cell Phone:

b6
b7C

NARRATIVE

(U)Caller said she had seen the suspect in a local gym "Experience Fitness" she said he looks exactly like

the guy in the picture. She said the Gym is located at the corner of Howell and Puetz which is close to

ytfhprp Vhp chnnHnn occurred. She Said it has been a couple months since she had seen the guy.

[FBI - Miiwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 02:41 PM CDT]

ADMINISTRAtiVE SECTION

IP Status:

Submitted By:

Completed/No Leads - 08/06/2012 01:46 PM CST

I
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 02:41 PM

CDT

ASSESSMENT
Assessment By:

Relevant

|(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 02:41 PM
CDT

LEAD EVALUATION
Investigations:

Evaluated By:

Reason:

b6
b7C

No Leads Required

(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:46

PM C51

Individu al identified in video. No further investigation is necessary. |

(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:46 PM CST]

Case ID: 266N-MW-2440609

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IPd

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP, Since

Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a
later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person:

Female

b6
b7C
b7E

2/25/2013
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

Form Type:

Title: (U)

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Date: 08/06/2012

b6
b7C
b7E

Case ID #: 266N-MW-244 0609 (U) Wade Michael Page;

AOT - White Supremacist Extremists-;

Synopsis: (U) Caller wanted to remain anonymous. Caller was on
Facebook when he came across a picture of two men. The taller man had a

moustache. He said it looked like an older picture. The taller man in

the picture looked like the man shown on TV that was maybe connected
somehow to the case. He kept referring to the man as Wade Michaels.
Thought that maybe checking facebook would help find person of

interest. Caller said that the facebook page didn’t contain any
information about the two men.

UNCLASSIFIED/ /FOUO

S«.nca ^
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IP ID
1

ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP#

Current Date:

Created By;

Received By:

08/06/2012 04 :36 PM EDT Precedence: Routine

IfFBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 02:38 PM
CDT

[ 08/06/2012 02:33 PM CDT

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION

Contact Method: Other

Reporting Person: Anonymous

Contact Info: Caller ID

NARRATIVE

(U)Caller wanted to remain anonymous. Caller was on Facebook when he came across a picture of two
men. The taller man had a moustache. He said it looked like an older picture. The taller man in the picture

looked like the man shown on TV that was maybe connected somehow to the case. He kept referring to the

man as Wade Michaels. Thought that maybe checking facebook would help firid person of interest. Caller

said that the facebook page didn't contain any information about the two men| |(FBI -

Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 02:38 PM CDT]

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION
-b6

b7C
IP Status:

Submitted By:

Comoleted/Not Currently Relevant - 08/06/2012 02:38 PM CDT

(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 02:38 PM
TDT

ASSESSMENT
Assessment By:

Not Currently Relevant

(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 02:38 PM
CDT

Case ID: 266N-MW-2440609

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP^
|

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since

Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a

later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person: Anonymous
Contact Info:

Related IP ID(s):

Caller ID b6
b7C
b7E

IP ID

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

b6
b7C
b7E

2/25/2013
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UNCLASSIP1ED//FOUO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type

Title: (U)

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Date: 08/06/2012

b6
b7C
b7D
b7E

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;

ACT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Qaller states she has an old co-workerP
who is/has been

:=
J who

is a known white supremacist. Caller states she has viewed FaceBook
photos of this guy and the old co-work'er attending a white supremacist
rally. She thinks it is ironic the name- of this guy and the possible

gunman have similar or like names. She states they are located in or

near the southland, WI area. She would be willing to speak to the FBI

to provide more information.

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

SeiiQI 40



Page 1 of

2

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO (IP ID

IP ID

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP#

Current Date: 08/06/2012 04:37 PM EDT Precedence: Routine

b6
b7C
b7D
b7E

Contact Method:

Reporting Person:

Other

(Protect Identity)

Female

Residence Address:

Telephone

NARRATIVE

^

gj^Callar statps she- has an old co-workerl who is/has been currently dating a guyl

jvho is a known white supremacist. Caiier states she has viewed FaceBook photos of

this guy and the oid co-worker attending a white supremacist rally. She thinks it is ironic the name of this

guy and the possibie gunman have similar or like names. She states they are located in or near the
finiii-hlani-l. WT arqa. She would be willing to speak to the FBI to provide more information.

(FBI - Miiwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:01 PM CDT]

b6
b7C
b7D

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

IP Status:

Submitted By:

ASSESSMENT
Assessment By:

Comments:

Completed/No Leads - 08/06/2012 01:36 PM CST

I |(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:01 PM
CDT
Rpipvanr

(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:02 PM
LUI

*

Intervlevl I

LEAD EVALUATION
Investigations:

Evaluated By:

Reason:

No Leads Required

I IfFBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:36

PM CST

No further investigative steps deemed necessary]

Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:36 PM CST]
(FBI -

Case ID: 266N-MW-2440609

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP3
The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP, Since

Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a

later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person:
I
(Protect Identity)

Female

b6
b7C
b7D
b7E

2/25/2013



UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO (IP ID: Page 2 of

2

b7E
2/25/2013



FD-1036 (Rev. 10-16-2009)

UNCLASSIPIED//FOUO

^ w.<;& Official Record
lfn3

-Wl v$tu?i.Tt« ‘i»« b»rn vt<i*!<(S Iv *
ffs . . !«3 fm

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type

Title: (U)

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;

AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Caller said he remembered seeing a guy that looked like
the 2nd suspect in a gym that was located in the same area the shooting
occurred. Possibly Hollon Avenue, the name of the gym was Experience
Fitness. He said the man had an elaborate tattoo on his arm of the twin
towers and it had 911 written under it. He said he saw’ this guy in the
gym on Friday around 6-6 :30pm. He said at that time there were very few

people in the gym. He did not know if the gym has video cameras or not.

Date: 08/06/2012

b6
b7C
b7E

UNCLASSIFIED/ /FOUO

Sen'ai V(



UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO (IP ID Page 1 of

2

IP IDj

Current Date:

Created By:

Received By:

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP#

08/06/2012 04:37 PM EDT Precedence; Routine

IfFBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:20 PM
CDT

- 08/06/2012 12:32 PM CDT

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION

Contact Method: Other

Reporting Person:

Residence Address: I

Oak Creek, WI

Contact Info: Home Phone:r

NARRATIVE

(U)Caller said he remembered seeing a guy that looked like the 2nd suspect in a gym that was iocated in

the same area the shooting occurred. Possibly Hollon Avenue, the name of the gym was Experience

Fitness. He said the man had an eiaborate tattoo on his arm of the twin towers and it had 911 written

under it. He said he saw this guy in the gym on Friday around 6-6:30pm. He said at that time there were
very few people in the gym. He did not know if the gym has video cameras or not.^

Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:20 PM CDT]
](FBI

b6
b7C
b7E

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

IP Status:

Submitted By:

ASSESSMENT
Assessment By:

Completed/No Leads - 08/06/2012 01:35 PM CST

I I fFBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:20 PM
CDT

_

Relevant b6
I [fBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:20 PM b7C
CDT

LEAD EVALUATION
Investigations:

Evaiuated By:

Reason:

No Leads Required

[fbi - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:35

PM CST

Individual in video already identified. [FBI - Milwaukee at

FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:3b PM CblJ

Case ID: 266N-MW-2440609

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since

Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a

later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person:

Residence Address:

b6
b7C
b7E

2/25/2013



UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO (IP ID Page 2 of

2

b7E
2/25/2013



FD-1036 (Rev. 10-16-2009)

UNCIASSIPIED//FOUO

Official Rscorp
AS »«.*« W *

flH fif't'rtn.Wfl AYTa«n.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type:

Title: (U)

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Date: 08/06/2012

b6
b7C
b7E

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;

AOT “ White Supremacist Extremists;

for

residence was
above the garage
she did say that

LLU Caller advised the person of interest looks like a guy
who I

^
^ I I advised she has not seen

about 3 years. Her description of him was late I

_L
I

She advised at the

shaved his head bald. His last
WI . He lived in the apartment

21S~24n pounds, and time
known

he

A1 thonrfh sh e did not know what type of car he drove ,

rtook his cars to be serviced
at Oak CreeK Auromorive, telephone:om

provided by caller about
state and moved to WI in 2002-2003

r

The background
was he was originally from NY

She believes he went to Military
Basic Training but was unsure if he completed it.

b6
b7C

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

S>4viai



Page 1 of

2

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO (IP ID:

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

IP ID:
1

ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP^

Current Date:

Created By:
|

Received By:

08/06/2012 04:38 PM EDT Precedence: Routine

|(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:37 PM

- 08/06/2012 12:53 PM CDT

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION

Contact Method: Other

Reporting Person:
| |

Female

Contact Info: Home Phone

b6
b7C
b7E

NARRATIVE
1

(U)CallGr advised the person of interest looks like a quyj who datec

advised she has not seen| jfor about 3 years . Her descriotion of him was iatel |6’-6’4'', 215-

bald. His last known residence wa
garage. Although she did not know what type of car he drove, she did say that[

be serviced!

Franklin, WI. He lived in t|ip anarfmpnt.above the

took his cars to

by cailer aboutl
j at Oak Creek Automotive, telephone 414-761-3250. The background provided

was he was originaiiy from NY state and moved to WI in 2002-2003. She
believes he went to Military Basic Training but was unsure if he completed it.

FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:37 PM CDT]

b6
b7C

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

IP Status:

Submitted By:

ASSESSMENT
Assessment By:

LEAD EVALUATION
Investigations:

Evaluated By:

Reason:

Comnleted/No Lpads - 08/06/2012 01:35 PM CST

(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:37 PM
CDT

Relevant

XE7T
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:37 PM

b6
b7C

No Leads Required

JfbI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:35

|(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI

PM CST

Individual in video already identified

Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:35 PM CST]

Case ID: 266N-MW-2440609

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP^

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since

Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a
later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person:

Female

b6
b7C
b7E

2/25/2013



UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO (IP ID: Page 2 of

2

Contact Info:

Related IP ID(s):

Home Phone:

IP ID:

UNC1ASSIFIED//F0U0

b6
b7C
b7E

b7E

fild 2/25/2013



FD-1036 (Rev. 10-16-2009)

UNCLASSIFIED/ /FOUO

Officiau Hecord
fiSuti Lufu vv*A!> W *

/jfiriAftd Itu jH'rtiriA'iCfi

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type

Title: (U)

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Date: 08/06/2012

b6
b7C
b7E

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;

AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Caller works at the [located at

]
Oak Creek. She saw a gentleman in the store matching the

description of the man 'running away in the video shown on TV, This was
at approximately 7~8pm last night. He is a regular customer at the

b6
b7C

store and has been seen often shoDoina there. The store d:

Video is taken at the store, telephone number
jirector is

UNCLASSIPIED//FOUO



UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO (IP ID Page 1 of 1

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

IP ID;
| I

ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP^

Current Date: 08/06/2012 04:38 PM EDT Precedence: Routine

Created By: |[FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:42 PM
CDT

Received By; - 08/06/2012 01:11 PM CDT

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION

Contact Method: Other

Reporting Person:

Female

Contact Info: Home Phone

NARRATIVE

Joak Creek. She saw a gentleman in(U)Caller works ad located aq

the store matching tne description or the man running away in the video shown on TV. This was at

approximately 7-8pm last n ight. He is a regular customer at the store and has been see^i nftpn shnnninn,

there. The ^t;orQ director isf ] Video is taken at the store, telephone number
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:42 PM CDT]

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

IP Status:

Submitted By:

ASSESSMENT
Assessment By:

Compieted/No Leads - 08/06/2012 01:34 PM CST

[fbI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:42 PM
CDT

Relevant

|(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:42 PM
CDT

LEAP EVALUATION
Investigations:

Evaluated By:

Reason:

No Leads Required

FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:34
PM CST

Individual in video already identified.]

Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:34 PM CST]
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI

Case ID: 266N-MW-2440609

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP^

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP, Since

Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a

later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person:

Female

Contact Info; Home Phonel

Related IP ID(s): I

b6
b7C
b7E

IP ID:

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

b6
b7C
b7E

b6
b7C

2/25/2013



FD-1036(Rev. 10-16-2009)

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

Official Record
ivf(^ <<

fH vsM*L«v b»)f« vr«i!t<) Ir/ v

tW ^jrTwm.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type

Title: (U)

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Date: 08/06/2012

b6
b7C
b7E

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;

AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Caller claims person of interest shown on newscast!
j

1 1 1

Caller was also going to contact local authorities

.

b6
b7C
b7D

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

S>Q.via\



Page 1 of

2

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO (IP ID

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

IP ID

ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP#

Current Date: 08/06/2012 04:39 PM EDT Precedence: Routine

Created By:
1 |(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 02:26 PM
TDT

Received By:
1

|- 08/06/2012 02:24 PM CDT

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION

Contact Method: Other

Reporting Person: |

Ferhale

Contact Info: Home Phone

NARRATIVE
f[ ^^ral^<ar riaimc norcnn nf inj-oroci- chn\A/n nn ng>\Afcracj I

1

1

Caller was also going

to contact local authorities.

PM CDT]
|(FBI - Miiwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/Z012 02:26

DESCRIPTIVE DATA

Person: Role: Person of Int<=rest

Male

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

IP Status:

Submitted By:

Comoleted/No Leads - 08/06/2012 01:34 PM CST

|(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)
TXTT

08/06/2012 02:26 PM

b6
b7C
b7D
b7E

b6
b7C
b7D

ASSESSMENT
Assessment By:

Relevant

I ~IfbI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 02:27 PM
COT

LEAD EVALUATION
Investigations:

Evaluated By:

Reason:

Mn I gaHc Rgniiirori

(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:34

PM CST

Individual in video already identified.

Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:34 PM CSI J

(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI

b6
b7C

Case ID: 266N-MW-2440609

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP^

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since

Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a

later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person: I I

b6
b7C
b7E

2/25/2013



UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO (IP ID: Page 2 of

2

b7E
2/25/2013



FD-1036(Rev. 10-16-2009)

UNCLASSIFIED//POUO

Officiai. Becobp
&o«Fr Asrtf_T.vs!t hary*

fJt ^«9fiarh.fty •S.'S Lnr«» Iv v

fW FAvw^*wfl

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Date: 08/06/2012

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;

AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Comments on what he thins the FBI should look into.
Severe cases of Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) , possible
flashback from the PTSD disorder from the shooters time in Iraq. May
not actually be a member of a hate group, but maybe because he was
Dishonorable Discharged from the military the VA benefits were not
provided to him to help/treat a possible PTSD problem.

b6
b7C
b7E

Form Type:

Title: (U)

UNCLASSIPIED//POUO

S(iKia|



Page 1 of 1UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO (IP ID;

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

IP ID:

/ WWW

ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP#

08/06/2012 04 :40 PM EDT Precedence: Routine

I ICFBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 02:32 PM ^ ^
CDT b 7 C

I I
- 08/06/2012 02:25 PM CDT b7E

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION

Contact Method:

Reporting Person:

Contact Info: Caller ID;

NARRATIVE

(U)Comments on what he thins the FBI should look into. Severe cases of Post Traumatic Stress Disorder

(PTSD), possible flashback from the PTSD disorder from the shooters time in Iraq. May not actually be a

member of a hate group, but maybe because he was Dishonorable Discharged from the military the VA
benefits were not provided to him to help/treat a possible PTSD problemT I (FBI - Milwaukee at

FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 02:32 PM CDT]

Other

• Male

Current Date:

Created By:

Received By:

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

IP Status:

Submitted By:

ASSESSMENT
Assessment By:

Completed/Not Currently Relevant - 08/06/2012 02:32 PM CDT

(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 02:32 PM
CDT

Not Currently Relevant

I I FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 02:32 PM
CDT

b6
b7C

Case ID: 266N-MW-2440609

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since

Index Records are subject to update at any time, It should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a

later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person:

Male

Contact Info:

Related IP ID(s):

Caller ID:

IP ID:

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

b6
b7C
b7E

2/25/2013



FD-1036(Rev. 10-16-2009)

UNCLASSIFIED//POUO

Official Record
Dwwiivrst hsv*

fi «i$Mlu«9 *»vrt t)»»n ’.uMi-tJ »v w

flH &yTwn,

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Date: 08/06/2012

b6
b7C
b7E

AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Caller advised was watching news, advised that subject
wanted for questioning saw on TV while news was interviewing

I
[(advised thinks it was channel 12).

It appears to be same person they are showing on the news but better
picture of subject, subject was walking behind reports in a slow
stalking motion turned toward camera in a camo t-shirt.

UNCLASSIPIED/ /POUO



UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO (IP ID: Page 1 of 1

IP ID:

ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP#

Current Date:

Created By:

Received By:

08/06/2012 04: 40 PM EDT Precedence: Routine

FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 02:25 PM
roT

08/06/2012 02:20 PM CDT

b6
b7C
b7E

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION

Contact Method:

Reporting Person:

Other

Female

Contact Info: Caller ID:

NARRATIVE

(U)Caller advised was watching news, advised that subject wanted for questioning saw on TV while news
was interviewing (advised thinks it was channel 12).

It appears to be same person they are showing on the news but better picture of subject, subject was
walking behind reports in a slow stalking motion turned toward camera in a camo t-shirtf

|

(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 02:25 PM CDT] b6
-b7C

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

IP Status:

Submitted By:

ASSESSMENT
Assessment By:

Completed/Not Currently Relevant - 08/06/2012 02:25 PM CDT

I ICFBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 02:25 PM
CDT

Not Currently Relevant

(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 02:25 PM
CDT

Case ID: 266N-MW-2440609

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IPJ

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since

Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a

later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person:

Female

Contact Info:

Related IP ID(s):

Caller ID:

b6
b7C
b7E

IP ID:

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

2/25/2013



FD-1036 (Rev. 10-16-2009)

UNCLASSIFIED/ /POUO

OFF:IRWt.JSECbRD

vjM'i.re* H»rt fcrrt vr>wtO I, •

frtrt flM FY’<*T»iaVfl ftjtwin.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type:

Title: (U)

Approved By:

Drafted By:

b6
b7C
b7E

Date: 08/06/2012

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;

AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synoysis

:

that
(U) Caller called before and wanted to add to her report

"l^acebook had a bunch of pictures that could be

combed through and she said there is a picture of a short husky guy

that looks like a guy on the news. Please check out the FB pics...

b6
b7C

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO



UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO (IP ID: Page 1 of 1

IP ID

ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP#

Current Date:

Created By:

Received By:

08/06/2012 04 :41 PM EDT Precedence: Routine

(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 02:17 PM
XDL.

b6
b7C
b7E

h 08/06/2012 02:14 PM CDT

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION

Contact Method:

Reporting Person:

Other

Female

Contact Info: Caller ID:

NARRATIVE

(U)Caller called before and wanted to add to her report that =acebook had a bunch of

pictures that could be combed through and she .said there is Pi nipture or a snort nusKy guy cnac iooks iikc a

guy on the news. Please check out the FB pics,

08/06/2012 02:17 PM CDT]
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - b6

b7C

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

IP Status:

Submitted By:

ASSESSMENT
Assessment By:

Comoleted/Not Cu rrently Relevant - 08/06/2012 02:18 PM CDT

31 - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 02:17 PM
nn
Not Currently Relevant

FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 02:18 PM

Case ID: 266N-MW-2440609

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP^

The foiiowinp Index Records are currently associated with the informaaon containea wl '-.hin this IP. Since

Index Records are subject to update at any time, it shouid be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a
iater date may produce Ipdex Records that couid be significantiy different than those dispiayed here.

Person:

Female

Contact Info:

Related IP ID(s):

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

b6
b7C
b7E

IP ID:

2/25/2013



FD-1036 (Rev. 10-16-2009)

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

Official Record
vru-’-ed tv h

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Typei

Title: (U)

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Date: 08/06/2012

b6
b7C
b7E

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;

AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Caller stated that the glasses the suspect wore are

often used for bow hunting. They have a video camera in the side of the

lens. He stated these can be purchased 0 Gander Mountain, Cabela's,

Bass Pro Shop or any other sporting goods store. He just wanted to pass

the information along.

TOCLASSIFIED//FOUO



UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO (IP ID Page 1 of 1

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

IP ID

ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP^

Current Date:

Created By:
|

Received By:

08/06/2012 04:41 PM 1

|(FBI - M
EDT Precedence: Routine

ilwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 02:14 PM

08/06/2012 02:09 PM CDT

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION

Contact Method: Other

Reporting Person:
| |

Male

Contact Info: Home Phon<

Cell Phone:

b6
b7C
b7E

NARRATIVE

(U)Caller stated that the glasses the suspect wore are often used for bow hunting. They have a video

camera in the side of the lens. He stated these can be purchased @ Gander Mountain, Cabela's, Bass Pro

Shop or any other sporting goods store. He just wanted to pass the information along j |
(FE

Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 02:14 PM CDT]

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

IP status:

Submitted By:

Completed/Not Currently Relevant - 08/06/2012 02:15 PM CDT

~I(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 02:14 PM
CDT

ASSESSMENT
Assessment By:

Not Currently Relevant b 6

[fbI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 02:15 PM b7C
CDT

Case ID: 266N-MW-2440609

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP^

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since

Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a

later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person:
| |

Male

Contact Info:

Related IP ID(s):

Home Phone

CpII Phnnp: b6
b7C
b7E

IP ID

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

2/25/2013



FD-1036(Rev. 10-16-2009)

UNCIASS1PIBD//FOUO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type

Title: (U)

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;

AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) The suspect Wade was fighting with two other
individuals. This incident occurred at the corner of Grange Avenue and
Barland Street. They were headed in an easterly direction. They were
arguing all the way down the street.

Date: 08/06/2012

b6
b7C
b7E

One of the suspects had a tattoo on the left side of his chest. He.

thought this was Wade. The individual he thought was Wade was

approximately 6* to 6’2" in height and weighed approximately 200 to 220

pounds

.

The other two individuals were smaller than Wade. They ranged in height

about 5*10" to 5*11" and weighed approximately 160 to 170 pounds. One

of the individuals had shorts on and the other one was wearing jeans.

Both of these i nHi tt-t Hn a ic; haH nn ir or Very little hair. Individual

was smaller than he was. stated he does not know any of these

individuals by name. He did hot state they were all probably in their

30s in age.

They were using extremely foul language and pushing each other all the

way down the street. stated these three individuals were very
angry and loud.

I

stated there are several minor children who live in the area

and he was concerned about the suspects using that kind of language and
fighting with the minor children in the area

. |
watched them go

behind the Gudahy Middle School on Barland street and that * s when he

lost them.

b6
b7C

He stated they usually came through there about two to three times per
week but lately they haven *t seen them as much.

UNCIiAS SIFIED//FOUO



UNCLASSIPIED/ /POUO

Title: (u|
|

Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/06/2012

[reported this incident to the local law enforcement. However,
a squad didn't come by until about 25 minutes and the suspects were
gone by then.

b6
b7C
b7E

UNCLASSIPIED//POUO
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UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

IP ID

ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP^

b6
b7C
b7E

Contact Method: Other

Reporting Person:
| |

Male

Residence Address:

Cudahy, WI 53110

Contact Info: Cell Phone;

^

NARRATIVE

(U)The suspect Wade was fighting with two other individuals. This incident occurred at the corner of Grange

Avenue and Barland Street. They were headed in an easterly direction. They were arguing ali the way
down the street.

Current Date:

Created By:

Received By:

08/06/2012 04-41 PM EOT Precedence: Routine

TFBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:37 PM
cr>T

Y 08/06/2012 12:52 PM CDT

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION

One of the Suspects had a tattoo on the left side of his chest. He thought this was Wade. The individual he

thought was Wade was approximately 6' to 6'2" in height and weighed approximately 200 to 220 pounds.

The other two individuals were smaller than Wade. They ranged in height about 5'10” to 5'11" and weighed

approximately 160 to 170 pounds. One of the individuals had shorts on and the other one was weeing
leans , Both of these individuals had no hair or very little hair. Individual was smaller than he was.|

fcated he does not know any of these individuals by name,
their 30s in age.

He did not state they were all probably m

They were using extremely foul language and pushing each other all the way down the street.

stated these three individuals were very angry and loud. I

stated there are several minor children who live in the area and he was concerned about the

suspects using that kind of language and fighting with the minor children in the area. watched

them go behind the Cudahy Middle School on Barland street and that's when he lost tnem.

b6
b7C

He stated they usually came through there about two to three times per week but lately they haven’t seen

them as much.

Ireported this incident to the local law enforcement. However, a squad didn't come by until about

2b minutes and the suspects were gone by then.

BI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:37 PM CDT]

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

IP Status:

Submitted By:

rnmnlplprl/Mnl

rm

Currently Relevant - 08/06/2012 01:37 PM CDT

FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:37 PM

ASSESSMENT
Assessment By:

Not Currently Relevant

(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:37 PM
b6
b7C
b7E

2/25/2013
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UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO (IP ID

Case ID: 266N-MW-2440609

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP^

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since
Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a
later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person:

Male

Residence Address: I

Cudahy, WI 53110

Contact Info:

Related IP ID(s):

Cell Phone:

b6
b7C
b7E

IP ID:

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

b7E
2/25/2013
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UNCLASSIFIED//POUO

OFFiciAt, Becorp
fH Hirt twn l*>

FW sj'i'rtnjVin *y»apin.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type:

Title: (U)

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Date: 08/06/2012

b6
b7C
b7E

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;

AOT “ White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Caller had no specific information about the Sikh
shootings; however/ she wanted to pass on a suggestion to review some
news coverage. Caller stated that when she was watching live news
coverage of the shooting on Sunday, she saw a man "acting unusual" in
the background of the "Channel 4 News" coverage. Caller stated that in
the background was a white male wearing sunglasses and he was smiling
while talking on a cell phone. She stated the man was obviously happy
to be on the news and did not appear to be upset about the incident.
Caller stated she was suspicious thinking the man may have been the
shooter.

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
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UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

IP ID
1

ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP*

Current Date: nR/nfi/7.m? n4;4i pm EDT Precedenoe: Roultine

Created By: [
CDT

JBl - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:45 PM

Received By:
^

Robert - 08/06/2012 01:37 PM CDT

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION

Contact Method: other

Reporting Person:
1

PefnaTe

Residence Address;

nequon, W.

Contact Info: Cell Phone:

NARRATIVE

(U)Caller had no specific information about the Sikh shootings; however, she wanted to pass on a

suggestion to review some news coverage. Caller stated that when she was watching live news coverage of

the shooting on Sunday, she saw a man "acting unusual" in the background of the "Channel 4 News"
coverage. Caller stated that in the background was a white male wearing sunglasses and he was smiling

while talking on a celi phone. She stated the man was obviously happy to be on the news and did not

appear to be unset about the incident. Caller stated she was suspicious thinking the man may have been

the shooterP |(FBI - fWilwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:45 PM CDT]

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

IP Status:

Submitted By:

Completed/Not Currently Relevant - 08/06/2012 01:45 PM CDT

|(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:45 PM
^I3T

ASSESSMENT Not Currently Relevant

Assessment By: I l(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:45 PM
CDT

Case ID: 266N-MW-2440609

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since

Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a
later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person: I I

Female

Residence Address:

Contact Info:

Related IP ID(s):

nequon, WI

Cell Phone:

b6
b7C
b7E

IP IDd

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

b6
b7C
b7E

b6
b7C

2/25/2013
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of entry 08/06/2012

Pursuant to an ORION lead Special Agent|
|
IRS Cl, Milwaukee

WI, and AUSa
|

Eastern District of Wisconsin, were contacted to

generate an Exparte order for tax records for WADE MICHAEL PAGE. AUSA

I

has generated the order, and has provided it to the IRS as

directed. The IRS SAC contacted the IRS disclosure office to expedite the

request. Any documents received from the order will be attached under

separate cover.

.

Additionally, provided the following information about PAGE:

PAGE was employed at Lucas-Milhaupt from April 2012 to present. The

business is located at 5656 South Pennsylvania Avenue, Cudahy WI

.

From Fall 2011 to April 2012, PAGE was employed as a temporary employee

at Aerotek. The business is located at 2514 S. 102nd St., Suite 340, West

Allis, WI 53227.

b6
b7C

Investigation on 08/06/2012 at
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, United States (Phone)

File# 266N-MW-2440609 Datedrafted 08/06/2012

by b7C
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not

to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Official Record
':»«»T»l4p3rt^V!{*h3V<

Date of entry 08/06/2012

date of birth (DOB)|
|

was interviewed at

7501 S. Howell Ave, Oak Creek WI . After being advised of the identity of

the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, TMTF.RVTEWEE

provided the following information with thg assistance of

telephone number
who resides at Wauwatosa WI 53226,

3n the morningr of nR/n.5/2 012. she. wa.s in the apartment watchina

something on the laptop
[_

were indiTridnal rrnn<shnt

s

area. He

took them

<sa 1 d fnr

when she heard gunshots . They

nnf aiitnipatic weapon shots. She left the room,

and she sawl I near the washing

and she

I she saw

tn nrl

wa s quiet and they went]

to I I room they saw a ladv laving on the floor.

After about 20 minutes it

|to see what was going on. On the way

They found

temnl^ They
1 the president of the

j
uiiLXi—me puj-iue arirveu ana took them outside

of their

I

was

shown photographs of six different individuals, and was unable to identify

any of them.

Investigation on 08/05/2012 at
Creek, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File# 266N-MW-2440609

by

Date drafted 08/06/2012
b6
b7C

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not

to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

:e of birth

Officiai, Record

Date of entry 08/06/2012

who resides

at
I I

Lake Geneva WI 53147, cellular telephone number

I
was interviewed at 7501 S. Howell Ave, Oak Creek WI.. After

being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of

the interview, INTERVIEWEE provided the following information:

On the morning of 08/05/2012, |had been at the temple on Howell

I

When they arrived back at the temple, there were police

everywhere, and they could not get into the temple parking lot.

heard a few gunshots as they were driving up, but did not see or hear

anything else. vas shown photographs of six different individuals,

and was unable to identify any of them.

Investigation on 08/05/2012 at
Oak Creek, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

266N-MW-2440609 b6 Datedrafted 08/06/2012

u b7C
by

I —
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not

to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Official Record
feaw <•

A* bfr>i MfiUff!) I'if ¥

Date of entiy 08/06/2012

date of birth (DOB)
1:: who resides at

Howell Ave. After being advised,

and the nature of the interview,

of t\ie identity of the interviewing Agent

provided the following information:

was ^of the temple on Howell Avenue, when, at

/ 10:30amJ

[

she heard gunshots and was scared so she went|

en

]
and about five other people

They stayed down there for about a half an hour, and while they were going

down there they heard a few more shots . When they went upstairs they saw a

woman lying on the floor and a man

they went bacld

and they were scared so

and .s.tayed there until the

|did not se^_J±L£_, shooter.police came and took them out of the temple.

she did not hear anyone saying anything during the shooting.
| |

was

shown photographs of six different individuals, and was unable to recognize

anv of them. 1 provided bllular telephone' number.

Investigation on 08/05/2012 at
Oak Creek, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File# 266N-MW-2440609 b 6 Date drafted 08/06/2012

Hv l

1

.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is tlie property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not

to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1^^^ OF{MS?!«,.Bi6PBD :

4

5 fJi fcrw i, «
' fiM r'Ofnrt'wn ftyiaf*n-

Date of entry 08/06/2012

z
Oak Creek

date of birtH wh;p H<ac; j::) -f- T
was

interviewed at 7501 S. Howell Ave, Oak Creek WI. After being advised of

the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview,

provided the following information:

On the mornina of 08/05/2012, was in the kitchen of the temple on

Howard Avenue. When| [ heard gunshots in the temple, she went to the

[ There is a door to theI
The gunshots were slow, not like automatic

weapon fire.
| |

did not see anything or anyone during this time/ nor did

she hear anything said by anyone. She staved with! I
in the^ ^ ^

J for about an hour, then came out of and was

waseventually taken by the police to another location for interview,

shown photographs of six different individuals, and was unable to identify

any of them.

Investigation on 08/05/2012 at
^ak Creek, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

Pile# 266N-MW-2440609

by

-b6 -

b7C

Date drafted 08/06/2012

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not

to be distributed outside your agency.
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UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

,

Ofrciav Record
K twn V/ v

KH yA'onJt^n

Date of entry Q8/Q6/2Q12

Cudahy, Wisconsin, was advised of the nature of the interview and the

identity of the interviewing agent. provided the following

information. b6
hlC

Upon listening to the news.

shooter at the Sikh Temple in Oak Creek.

[learned the name of Wade Page as the

remembered an ind|i v1 dual

by the same name filled out a credit application the prior month. I

looked in their files and found the application filled out by Page.

then notified the Milwaukee FBI.

application which was uploaded into Orion by

provided a copy of the credit

UNCLAS SIFIED //FOUO

Investigation on 08/06/2012 at
Cudahy, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File# 266N-MW-2440609
]q g Date drafted 08/06/2012

by I I b7C

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not

to be distributed outside your agency.
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UNCIiASSIPIED/ /FOUO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Official Record
^
AS *?’».'» tw»» *.wi?4 y

fSM vyiTOUlitfl «;!»•')<

Date of entry 08/06/2012

of birth

was interviewed telephonically . After being advised

of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview.

provided the following information

:

-
asked that

this information be kept confidential.

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C
b7D

UNCLASSIPIED//FOUO

Investigation on 08/06/2012 at
Denver, Colorado, United States (Phone)

File# 266N-MW-2440609 Date drafted 08/06/2012

by | I
b7C

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not

to be distributed outside your agency.
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UNCLASSIPIED//FOUO

Official Qecord
rA >5«'s Utn ly •

tAT^frl FW Ar*’W'7.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Electronic Communicaition

Title

:

(U//FOUO) MILWAUKEE
SHOOTER WADE MICHAEL PAGE HEADQUARTERED IN

DENVER, CO

To:
b6
b7C
b7E

Date: 08/06/2012

From: CHARLOTTE
RLOl

Contact

:

Approved By:

Drafted By:

case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;

AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: m// Fonoi To .set l^ad to interview logical personnel at the

headquarters of

Full Investigation Initiated: 08/05/2012

Details

:

main suspect in the 8/5/2012 shooting at a Sikh temple in Milwaukee,

MI. I I

asked that this information be kept

confidential.

b6
b7C
b7D
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UNCIiAS SIPIED//FOUO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Date ofentry 08/06/2012

Number (SSAN) n:

date of birth (DOB) Social Security Account

place of residence

:

South Milwaukee, Wisconsin, telephone number

j

was interviewed at Drew’s Spot : 1337 Michigan Street, South Milwaukee ,

Wisconsin. Also present for the interview was Special Agent

After being advised of the_ identity of the interviewing Agent and

the nature of the interview, was shown a photograph of captioned

subject, Wade Michael PAGE and asked if the referenced individual looked

familiar. stated that he had definitely seen the individual before,

but could not pinpoint where he had seen him. was confident that he

had contact with the referenced individual through his place of employment:

was unable to provide any further information

as to the individuals name or when or where he would have last seen him.

was told to contact the FBI Milwaukee Field Office .mainline if he

had any further information to provide regarding the subject.

b6
b7C

UNCIiAS SIFIED //POUO

Investigation on 08/05/2012 at
South Milwaukee, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File#

by

266N-MW-2440609

b7C

Date drafted 08/06/2012

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not

to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

“
ifnj

£*»«^tianf«w^thavrt,<^s6y

t»Ttfr¥i n?J Mvm^VXI fcylJt**!.

Date of entry 08/06/2012

whir.p. fp.TTiflJ.p.t dfltfi of birth (DQB)

Security Number:

Wisconsin, telephone

:

Avenue, Oak Creek, Wisconsin

Oak Creek,

was interviewed at 7501 South Howell

Social

interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview,

[

following information, with the assistance of

After being advised of the
:j
.dentitv of the

provided the

DOB: as a translator:

On 08/05/2012, was in the Temple lot parking her car prior to

noticed a

As the

wondered why a "white

the start of the days activities. While parking her car,

white male walking through the Temple’s lot carrying 1j:wo items.

white male continued through the parking lot,

guy" was walking through this area. Suddenly and without warning, the

white male subject walked up to one of the Temple priest’s, raised a gun,

aimed, and shot him three times. stated, the first two shots were

in quick succession and the third was slightly delayed. thought

the three shots were to the priest’s chest due to what she thought was

smoke coming from his chest area. watched the Temple priest

stumble to his side and fall to the ground/ about 20-feet from the Temple

entrance. I stated the priest wasi and she believed the
I

stated the priest was

shooter was approximately ten-feet away from him when he was shot. When

I ifpi i to the ground!
I r

did not see where the shooter went|_

but believed saw the shooter ajppr

t^
oach him iust before being shot.

Oak Creek, and called 911 at 10:24am.

911 on her first attempt, so she called

then called 911 a

in

s e cond—tJjiie-

and told him of the

was able to speak to a

stayed at the| —
shooting.

911 operator, and reported the incident.

I luntil l [ picked her up and drove her back to the Temple

described the shooter as a white male, 35-40 years old, 6’-00’, brown hair,

white T-shirt, clean shaven, no glasses, and unsure if he had tattoos. As

watched the shooter walk through the parking lot 'and approach

fthe shooter gave no warning, did not say anything/ no yelling, no

arguing/ and it appeared to be a total surprise to

shot. stated

just before he was

I

I I

did not even have a chance to raise his hands

in a surrender or defensive motion as the shooter approached. did

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

Investigation on 08/05/2012 at
Creek, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File# 266N-MW-2440609

by

b6
b7C

Date drafted 08/06/2012

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not

to be distributed outside your agency.
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On 08/05/2012 p^ge 2 of 2

b6
not know where the shooter came from, saw no other shooters or suspicious b7C
persons, estimated the shooter was 10-15 feet from her when she first saw

him, and heard no shots being fired prior to being shot, was

uninjured during the incident. *

266N-MW-2440609

Continuation ofFD-302 of Interview oj
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UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Official Record
M *«„•# trt»t 'wn»t0 V> *

Date of entry 08/06/2012

On 08/05/2012, Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Special Agent (SA)

] met with[ ]
representative for the Sikh Temple of

Wisconsin at Classic Bowl, 7501 South Howell Avenue, Oak Creek, Wisconsin.

Also present for the interview were FBI Task Force Officers

ani
interview.

After being advised of the purpose of the

voluntarily signed a FD-26, Consent to Search form at

approximately 5 : 50PM for the "Sikh Temple of WI, 7512 South Howell Avenue,

Oak Creek," Wisconsin.

I [
also voluntarily signed a FD-941, Consent to Search Computer form

in the event agents needed to search computers located at 7512 South Howell

Avenue, Oak Creek, Wisconsin.

b6
b7C

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

Investigation on 08/05/2012 at
Oak Creek , Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

266N-MW-2440609 Datedrafted 08/06/2012

hvl I b7C
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is tlie property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not

to be distributed outside your agency.
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UNCIiASSIFIED//FOUO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

OFFiciAL Record
t4 !»,« l»tsi %(«•!!?(> k, 9

fPI AyTW*^.

Date of entry Q8/Q6/2Q12

:r of|_

date of birth (DOB)

~l Cudahy. Wisconsin

,

was

in Cudahy,

place of

interviewed nearresidence

the corner

Wisconsin. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent

and the nature of the interview,^
information:

] provided the following

stated told her that the individual

that lived in the house being searched by Federal Bureau of Investigation

(FBI) personnel (known to interviewing Agent as 3748 A 7\TTann Q

Cudahy, Wisconsin) was attempting to store a motorcycle|_

1

name. but

did
1 1

she believed his garage was on ^

[last

J stated

his garage for unknown reasons.

I

~| was then shown a photograph of Wade Michael PAGE.
|

could not identify PAGE as the individual that resided at 3748 A East

Holmes Avenue, or if he was the individual that approached
] [

about

storing his motorcycle in his garage,
j

could only identify the

individual that. lived in 3748 A East Holmes Avenue as a taller male with

tattoos

.

b6
b7C

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

Investigation on 08/05/2012 at
Cudahy, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File# 266N-MW-2440609

by

b6
'b7C‘

Datedratled 08/06/2012
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UNCLASSIFIED//POUO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

OFFiciAL Record
*-tSWi*i-fe» *w>.u {,»**! bj «

« - . 5S?
j.pj <i-fw*n,

Date of entry Q8/Q6/2012

Number (SSAN) :|^

date of birth (DOB)[

I
place of residence

:

f

Social Security Account

West Allis, Wisconsin, telephone number:

her place of employment

:

|

Milwaukee, Wisconsin, telephone number:

interview was Special Agent[

was interviewed at

3 south

Also present for the

I After being advised of the

identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview,
| ]

was shown a photograph of captioned subject

the referenced individual looked familiar,

individual did not look familiar and she did not recall seeing him in

Wade Michael PAGE and asked if

stated the referenced

UNCIiASSIFIED / /FOUO

Investigation on Q8/Q5/2Q12 at
South Milwaukee, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File# 266N-MW-2440609 ]q6 Date drafted 08/06/2012

b7C
by

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not

to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Official Rscorp

nneHi I W nVwiA'Ksfl

Date of entry 08/06/2012

A neighborhood canvass was conducted in the vicinity of 3748^^ East

Holmes Avenue, C udahy, Wisconsin from

birth

date of birth

cellular phone number

social security number

3 social security number
H I

were interviewed at their residence,

Cudahy, Wisconsin

.

date of

hone number

did not notice anything unusual in the area and

described the neighborhood as "pretty quiet". Photographs of WADE MICHAEL

PAGE and the unidentified subject (UNSUB) were shown to

however, they did not recognize PAGE or the UNSUB.

b6
b7C

date of birth l-^1finhnne number

was interviewed at his residence.

Cudahy, Wisconsin

.

Photographs of PAGE and the UNSUB were shown to

not observed either PAGE or the UNSUB in the neighborhood.

b6
b7C

however, he has

date of birth|

was interviewed at her residence,

Wisconsin.

telephone nunfrer

Cudahy,

Photographs of PAGE and the UNSUB were shown to|

not observed either PAGE or the UNSUB in the neighborhood.

b6
however, she has b7C

No answers were received at

Investigation on 08/06/2012 at
Cudahy, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File# 266N-MW-2440609 b6
,

Date drafted 08/06/2012

'b7C
by

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not

to be distributed outside your agency.
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Neighborhood Canvass of 3748A East Holmes

Continuation ofFD-302 of Avenue, Cudahy, WI with negative results
^ on 08/06/2012

^

2 of

Cudahy^ Wisconsin
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FD-302 (Rev. 5-8-10)
-1 Of 1- Official Record

^ ififj
ni^.n b!f(r« vntflf-J b> •

P« - . »r'»vm.i»i6n 6^wr»i.

UNCLASSIPIED//FOUO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Date of entry Q8/06/2Q12

(U//FOUO)

telephone number
|_

date of birth ( pOB)

J residence address:

Greenfield, Wisconsin, was interviewed at Classic Lanes. 750 1 South Howell

was alsoAvenue, Oak Creek, Wisconsin. Special Agent I

present for a portion of the interview and acted as a translator at times

for
I I

After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent

and the nature of the interview,
| |

provided the following information:

(U//FOUO was in the Sikh Temnl

e

hbfa ^hn,nrir\n ai-
. Temple Started. JV75hr [

men

didn’t see anything in regards to the shooting. | |

]

waited until th<=^ no l ine arrived and told everyone that it was okay to leave

the building.

10:15AM.

estimated that the shooting started at approximately

(U//FOUO)

subjects

.

was then shown a series of six photographs of potential

reviewed the six photographs and stated that none of the

individuals looiced familiar and
,

Ifjid not recall ever seeing any of the

individuals at the Sikh Temple reiterated that he did not see the

shooter at any point. Following the interview, Sa
| 1 labeled the

photographs "1" through "6" (copies maintained in la envelope)

.

UNCLASSIFIED/ /FOUO

Investigation on 08/05/2012 at
Oak Creek, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

Fii.tt 266N-MW-2440609 Date drafted 08/06/2012

by
I

b7C
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not

to be distributed outside your agency.

b6
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Official Recohp
/Jf '»«.« J.«U l"< •

n't FTi'dWUVifl

Date of entry Q8/06/2012

AUSA provided the attached Exparte Order for

The document will be in the lA section of the

captioned file.

b3
b6
b7C

Investigation on 08/06/2012 at
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, United States (Email)

File # 266M-MW-2440609
^

Date drafted 08/06/2012

by b 7 C

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not

to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

OFFtciAt. Record
*'-*^*^

/yJ Lwi vriislti) Iv *

Date of entry 08/06/2012

(U)
I I

date of birth (DOB)|
|

was interviewed at

CLASSIC LANES, 7501 S. Howell Avenue, Oak Creek, Wisconsin. After being

advised o f the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the

interview. provided the following information:

that several others were still hiding inside.

(U)
I I

further advised that she was terrified during the time of

the shooting fearing that her life and the life of the others with her were

in danger.

(U)

number

resides at Greenfield, WI, telephone

b6
b7C

Investigation on 08/05/2012 at
Oak Creek, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File# 266N-MW-2440609 b6
; !

^ b7C
by

Datedrafled 08/06/2012

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not

to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Officiau Record

fBI M'aiwiitfl *y»w*n.

Date ofentry Q8/Q6/2012

white, male, date of birth

place of birth Illinois, Social Security Account Number! was

cgntactea in a conierence room at Jiis qj.

1

—

^

North Carolina (NO . D had

been ordered to that location by

at the FEDERAL BUREAU OFwas not told by [

INVESTIGATION (FBI) would be there to speak with him

After being advised the identity of the interviewing Agents,

was told his presence had fulfilledj

the location, |^nr] that hff was free to

to report to

go and could leave now, or at any

was told the agents were hoping he would stay and

speak with them, and that the Agents were there to seek his ,flssistanc,e >

future point.

was asked if was willing to speak to the Agents,

replied that he was not willing to speak with the Agents without his

lawyer. | | was given contact information for Special Agent

and asked to share the contact information with his attorney. After

providing the contact information, the Agents exited the conference room.

Investigation on 08/06/2012 at

File# 266N-MW-2440609

North Carolina, United States (In Person)

-b6 -

_b7C

Date drafted 08/06/2012

by

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not

to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Official Record
tvrwu^V'

/J» Lr««i vrtiBtd tv v

Date of entry Q8/06/2Q12

(U)
I I

white female, date of birth (DOB)
|

|r
was

interviewed at 7501 S. Howell Avenue, Oak Creek, Wisconsin. After being

advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the

interview, INTERVIEWEE provided the following information:

. WT ^^nrvrnvi \7 1 D • 1 S ^ m .
1

1

1

for

thos e that attend the religious service. It was about half past the hour

when ! I I
shouting about seeing a man with a

gun shooting at others,

of about 13 others that fled

i-hg^n and quickly joined a group

. Over the next 30 minutes.

When
heard sporadic gunshots

the shooting stopped,
] ]left the basement with

Someone called 911 to alert the authorities

.

and

exited the temple with

ensure th^i r safety

that she and

the temple

J I did n

to where the police could

pt suffer any physical injuries, but stated

feared for their lives.

(U) advised that she would be available for future contact at

/ Greenfield, WI 53221, teleplione number

Investigation on 08/05/2012 at
Creek, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File# 266N-MW-2440609 b6 Datedrafted

I \ b7C
08/06/2012

by I I

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not

to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Official Record
tMV« n-^rorf.

W ‘>»rt twi V

Date of entiy Q8/Q6/2Q12

(U)
I I

white female, date of birth (DOB)|
|
was

interviewed at CLASSIC LANES, 7501 S. Howell Avenue, Oak Creek, Wisconsin.

After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the

[
provided the following information:nature of the interview.

(U) On 08/05/12, was visiting the

Liqious services.Ave., Oak Creek, WI for re' Following prayer.

Gunshots were heard by|

1i Pined b6
b7C

and she and a group of 12-15 others crowded into the pantry in the kitchen.

There were many more gunshots heard byj as she and the others hid

from the gunman. said that they waited for two hours before they

were free to come out of the pantry. was afraid for her safety.

(U)

, Oak

provided that she can be contacted again at

Oak Creek, WI 53154, telephone number

Investigation on 08/05/2012 at
Creek, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File# 266N-MW-2440609

by

_b6

b7C
Date drafted 08/06/2012

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not

to be distributed outside your agency.
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UNCLASSIFIED

Official Record
/Jl brri l*v »

wn^Kl fW

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Electronic Communication

Title: (U) NCIC Report for Date : 08/06/2012

From: MILWAUKEE
MW“3“

Contact

:

Approved By:

Drafted By:

b6
b7C

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;

AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis : (U) To document NCIC Report for date of birth

Full Investigation Initiated: 08/05/2012

Enclosure (s) : Enclosed are the following items:

1. (U) NCIC Report for

b6
b7C

Details

:

Please find attached a

I I

white male, date of birth[

Report for

The NCIC search was

conducted on August 6, 2012.

UNCLASSIFIED
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

f OFFISlAk-fiiCQBP
*»/»« fcrm '.vtijJttJ Iv/ «

fW n'i'Tft.rtcn 6yiw'*v

Date of entry 08/06/2012

nf hi -r-hh mOR^ I SSN

^

Cudahy WI 53110, cellular

was interviewed outside near her

who resides at

telephone number[

residence. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agents

and the nature of the interview,
| |

provided the following information:

I I
has been living at the above address for over a year. She lives

there with|
"

who are ages

[

previous upstairs tenants moved out in early July, and

Id

The

hfi found a

had been

have any problems with him.

uy who was going to move in. He said the guy

and

_

was a nice quiet guy and she shouldn*t

lives!

I Inever learned the new tenant *s name, but she saw him moving in.

He looked like the average twenty something year old, moving his

belongings by himself in bags and boxes. He was a white male, about 5*5",

and kept his hair either very short or completely shaved. He wore jeans

and T-shirts all the time, and was heavily tattooed. He didn*t say much

when she introduced herself. He was extremely quiet, even quieter than the

middle age couple who used to live up there. She would hear them walking

around and moving things, not that they were noisy. He was just unusually

quiet for an upstairs neighbor. After a few weeks, recalls

coming over to ask her if she had seen the new tenant around, because the

she had seen him, so he wentguy owed him some money. She told

upstairs and talked to the neighbor,

hour.

He was up there for about a half an

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

did not pay much attention to the neighbor, she keeps to herself

and so did he. However, .either yesterday or the day before, she encountered

him when she was in the back yard with her dog. She saw him coming out of

his apartment with two black trash bags. He was carrying them in his arms,

and she remembers wondering if he was moving out again already. He put the

bags in the back seat of his car. She thought he was going to leave, so

she let her dog off the leash to run around the yard. But after about five

or ten minutes, he returned through the back yard. Her dog ran over to

him, and she apologized and tried to restrain the dog. He surprised her by

being more animated than usual when he said something like "No, it*s ok.

Investigation on 08/05/2012 at
Creek, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

Pile# 266N-MW-2440609 b6 Datedrafted 08/06/2012

b7C
by ]

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not

to be distributed outside your agency.
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266N-MW-2440609

Continuation ofFD-302 of Interview of I ,On 08/05/2012 ^page 2 of 2

don*t worry about it." That was the most he had ever spoken to her. He

left the bags in the car and went back inside his apartment. The car, which

was a blazer or other SUV, was parked in the back of the house with the

front pointed toward the house, so she could see the bags clearly in the

car. She remembers seeing the baas in the car whenever she looked out the

window, for most of that day.
| |

did not see the neighbor again after

that, but for the last two days he was playing heavy metal music very loud,

which was the first time she had heard any kind of noise at all coming from

his apartment.

I I
never saw any visitors or women with the neighbor. He never

received any deliveries or magazines or newspapers, and she never .^aw

of his mail. The pizza guy came twice, that was it. She believes

told her the neighbor was supposed to be starting a job somewhere soon,

where he would be working third shift, but since he moved in he seemed to

be at the house most of the time, because his truck seemed to be parked

outside eighty to ninety percent of the time.

b6
b7C

com
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UNCLASSIFIED

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Electronic Communication

From: MILWAUKEE
MW-

3

Contact

:

b6
b7C
Referral/ Direct

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;

AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis : (U) To documentj
addresses from

| |

regarding Wade Page’s

Full Investigation Initiated: 08/05/2012

UNCLASSIFIED

'^3



Referral /Direct

UNCL2^SSIFIED

Title: (U) To document Current
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/06/201::

The documents are attached to this report.

UNCLASSIFIED

2
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UNCLASSIFIED

Official Record 1

<«5f»atwt* ^i«.ii Lwh vrtkift) ty v

CttTlVKl f'W ll»'4'*Brt'«ifl feTtW*!.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Electronic Communication

Title: (U) Cudahy PD Blotter for address 3748 E. Date: 08/06/2012
Holmes Ave

From: MILWAUKEE
MW-3

,

Contact

:

Approved By:

Drafted By:

b6
b7C

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;

ACT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) To document Cudahy Police Department Blotter for address
3748 E. Holmes Ave

Full Investigation Initiated: 08/05/2012

Enclosure (s) : Enclosed are the following items:

1. (U) Cudahy Police Department Blotter for 3748 E. Holmes Ave

Details: «

Please find attached Cudahy Police Department Blotter, dated

Sunday, August 5, 2012, for address 3748 E. Holmes Avenue. The report

lists the following incidents associated with address 3748 E. Holmes

Avenue

:

1. Disorderly conduct reported 4/20/2010;

2 . Noise complaint reported 6/6/2010;

3 . Assist Fire Department reported 5/23/2011;

4. Citizen assist reported 6/4/2011; and

5 . Escort reported 6/5/2011

.

UNCLASSIFIED

'S^.Ki'at



UNCLASSIFIED

Title: (U) Cudahy PD Blotter for address 3748 E. Holmes Ave

Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/06/2012

The blotter is attached to this report.

UNCLASSIFIED

2



Cudahy Police Department
5050 stake Dr

|
Cudahy. Wl 53110

|
Phone:(414)769-2260

Blotter

Sunday, August 5, 2012

2:47:56 pm

** For official use only **

10.004547 3748 E Holmes Ave.

04/20/2010 18:03 : 52

Notes

4/20/10 2>j:03

4/20/10 18:07

4/20/10 18:0/

4/20/JQ 18:10

Summary

Complainant

bis.orderiy. Conduct (DgONj

Cleared/No Report

[
advises l | had a verbal altercation

after she knocked over his computer, but statei
~|

aing to get her mtr nf rhp I Istates

advised him thal| [s bnnging a basfihalLilsc

to cause damage to his vehicle when he arrives.
|

stated he did not want police to respond and stated he did

not need assistance.

Dispatched: 226, 236

Names Added ;

Names Added :

Cudahy, Wl 53110

Cudahy. Wl 53110

Sex: Male Race:

WhitYMIddie Easterner

DOB:|

Sex: Female Race:

Whit^Middle Easterner

DOB:^

911 MCSO Transfer

-

over, but dlH nnt uian

stafes thaJ

he arrivesH

I

reports!^ Ihad an argument after she knocked n ir mnnniiter

ifficers to respondasi Ivas coming to pick her up.

old him that
] |

is brining a baseball bat to cause damage to nis vehicle when

itated he did not want in rognnnd fespond to air'911 calls,

frontation was verbal only, lare having relationship difficultiesOfficer advises the confrontation was verbal only,|

and have been threatening each other with moving out.

1 6 -OaeSis, '3746. E Hdfmes'Avb’-

06/06/2010 17:15:37

;j
(• -vv i * .aiO

q

Notes

6/6/10 17:15

6/6/10 17;2

1

6/6/10 17:22

l^bfsd CblrribiaTritfN&O^^^

Cleared/No Report

Report of very loud, "raunchy" rap music coming from a house

on the north side of the street, House has yellow flags In

front of It and the music can be heard from more than a block

away.

Dispatched: 228

Loc changed to - 3748 E Holmes Ave

Phoenix RMS rev. Q3/X9/X2 ** ConMcntlal, Unauthorized Use Prohibited ** Page 1 of 3



Cudahy Police Department
5050 S Lake Dr | Cudahy, W) 53110

I
Phone:(414)769-2260

Blotter

Names

Summary

Contact

Cudahy. V^/l 53110

vas W/Aof the complaint and turned the music off.

Sunday, August 5, 2012

2:47:56 pm

** For official use only

Sex: Male Race:

Whlte/Mlddle Easterner

DOB:l

ii.b‘067l8' 374£| E Rolmes Ave'

05/23/2011 13:03:06

i^ire'Department (ACFQ):

Cleared/No Report

5/‘^3/U 13:1.1 Names Added :

Contact

Cudahy, Wi 5311

0

Summary Assisting CFD for a stove fire in the upper unit. Fire extinguished by CFD.

3Y4liBJ^'6fmefeAVe'-'

06/04/2011 20:46:49

! Jr'.-J ;; Rviyr'O' >^.ii

:

I

;.'.5j:7pOi}it*'.>r: Cleared/No Report

ce: Black

6/4/U 20:46

6/4/U 21 :U

6/4/U 21:24

6/4/11 21:51

Complainant

Owner/Property

I Twouid like information on the (andlord/tenant laws.

I Tstates she Is having trouble with her landlord and

does not understand her rights.

Dispatched | |

Names Added :

Names Added :

Sex: Female Race: Black

South Milwaukee. VV! 53172

Cudahy, Wl s531

Cudahy. Wl 53110

Sex: Male Race:

WhiteZMiddlfi-Eastemer

DOB:^

Sex: Female Race:

Whlte/Mlddle Easterner

DOB:
| I

Phoenix RMS rev. 03/19/12 ** Con^ontiat, Unauthorized Use Prohibited Page 2 of 3



Cudahy Police Department
SOSOS Lake Of

| Cudahy. Wl 53110
|
Phone:(414)769-2260

Blotter

Sunday, August 5, 2012

2:47:56 pm

* For official use only

Summary nffirrail [nade contact
\|

— Uho advise] i—

1 has had oroblems witij |and will be attempting to evict her.|_ ^as given the

provided on the pamphlet.

il;d'674&6’ 374’8'EH'6rmes:Av^^^^ Esq-.W (lESfeT)

06/05/2011 11:08:58

Cleared/No Report

fieTjpottcUrcc/' I I

b6
b7C

Notes

6/5/13 11:06

6/5/11 11:18

6/5/11 11:18

6/5/U 12:17

6/5/Xi 12:17

1800 |came to the station requesting an escort to his rental

property to serve eviction paperwork to tenants In the upper

and lower units.

Update reviewed by dispatcher-

Dispatched: 122

Update reviewed by dispatcher

Dispatched: 122

Names Owner/Property

Cudahy. Wl 53110

Summary Qffice
| ^

tood by while eviction papers were served

.

Sex: Male Race:

White/Middle Easterner

DOB; I I

b6
b7C

Phoenix RMS rev. 03/19/12 ** Confi^ntial, Unauthorized Use Prohibited ** Page 3 of 3



FD-302 (Rev. 5-8-10)
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Official Record

FN fA'twi’itn AyTa*n.

Date of entry 08/06/2012

date of birth (DOB) telephone number

,

was interviewed telephonically . After being advised of the

identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview,]
j

b6
provided the following information: b7C

is employed by as [ ]
He was assigned to. report on the mass shooting that occurred in Oak Creek

at the Sikh Temple. While photographing the incident, one of his

colleagues noticed a male subject acting suspicious and asked] ]to

photograph him.

The suspicious person appeared to be filming members of the Sikh

community who were standing behind the crime scene tape. After capturing

short videos, it appeared as if he would review the clips. Once he

finished reviewing the video, he would begin filming again. While filming,

the suspicious person discovered that] ]was photographing him. The

subject put his phone up to his ear and walked away.
| |

did not follow

the subject and refocused his attention on the crime scene.

I described the subject as a white male wearing a dark colored shirt

with a red tie dye pattern of what appeared to be a panther. The back of

the shirt also had a red tie dye pattern which appeared to be an eagle. He

was wearing black athletic shorts with a white stripe on the sides and

bottom. The subject was wearing Oakley sunglasses and black colored tennis

shoes. The suspicious- person was approximately six feet tall, two hundred

pounds and well built with muscular arms. noticed a tattoo on one of

his arms of what appeared to be an architectural scene.

SA

cooperative and forwarded all photographs to SA

: e-mail address. was

b6
b7C

Investigation on 08/05/2012 at
Creek, Wisconsin, United States (Phone)

File# 266N-MW-2440609 Date drafted 08/06/2012

by I b7C
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not

to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

OppiCiAL Record

Date of entry Q8/Q6/2Q12

1

fAtjlale, date of birth (DOB)

was interviewed telephonically . Aftertelephone number

being advised af__th£_Jjjientity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of

the interview. provided the following information:

I I
is employed by|

|

and was in Oak
Creek with two colleagues covering the mass shooting which occurred at the

Sikh Temple. While covering the incident, she observed a group of

predominantly white males all wearing athletic type clothing amongst the

crowd standing behind the crime scene tape. Several minutes later, she

observed one of the subjects, who had been with the group, standing by
himself. This subject appeared to be capturing video of several different

groups of Sikh*s who were in mourning.

b6
b7C

After observing the subject film the Sikh’s for a couple minutes ,

I toasked her colleague date of birth
photograph the subject because he was acting suspicious,

filming.

As began

asked the subj ect, "Why are you taping?" The subject

replied, "For my own interest."

interest was. He ignored her and began to walk away.

[

asked the subject what his

]did not see

where the suspicious subject went and she refocused her attention on the

crime scene.

his clothing. SA if she noticed anything unusual about

the subject’s voice or whether or not he had an accent,

was nothing out of the ordinary about his voice.

said there

provided an e-raail address of

additional contact number

and an

also agreed to transfer

the video footage of the suspicious person to a compact disc and provide it

to the Milwaukee Division of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

b6
b7C

described the subject as a tall, white male in his 40 ’s wearing

a black t-shirt and reflective sunglasses. The suspicious person had what

appeared to be a September 11th tattoo on his right arm but most of it was

obscured by his sleeve. She was unable to provide additional details about

I
asked
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of entry 08/06/2012

.(U) On Monday, 08/06/2012, the following investigation was conducted by

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION (FBI) Special Agent (SA) I

and OAK CREEK POLICE DEPARTMENT (OCPD) Detective |

(U) At approximately 10:00 am, a neighborhood canvass was conducted in the

vicinity of the The

below individuals were contacted and shown photographs of WADE PAGE and an

unidentified subject of interest. None of the individuals interviewed had

pertinent information.

(U)

c;<annrit’y ^r^r.nnnt- rmmh^r (SSAN)

Cudahy, WI, home, telephone number

W/M, date of birth (DOB)

of l I

retired.

(U) No Answer

1 Lof

retired.

W/F, DOH SSAN

Cudahy, WI, home telephone number of

(U)
“

1

1 .^l.ciAN [Sfl 1

DOB

telephone number of

I I em|Dloyed as a

(U)

(U)

(U) f

~ No Answer

No Answer

1rnHah\7-
1
W/F, DOB kf

! number o employed

in Milwaukee, WI.

W/M,

J
Cudahy, WI, home telephone number of

[

cellular telephone number of

University of Wisconsin Milwaukee

.

j |of|

1

not employed, student at

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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Cudahy, Wisconsin, United States (, Other (Investigation
Investigation on 08/06/2012 at Conducted)

)
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08/06/2012
^ p^gg

(U)

(U)
1

No Answer

W/F, DOB SSAN

1 of 1 Cudahv, WI, cellular telephone
employed at

of 2
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Date ofentry 08/06/2012

The contents of this FD-302 address Orion Lead

On August 6, 2012, at approximately 2:10 pm^ SA|

interviewedr
~

Oak Creek, WI, telephone number,

his place of business . After being advised of the identity ol

interviewer. provided the following information.

I Icontacted the FBI and indicated that he owns a business about

I
Sikh Temple had has Digital Security video that

captured video on the day of the incident. ' (The_bLLS±o^^ is located about

Sikh Temple) . indicated the video

shows two vehicles, one that used his lot about 20-30 minutes after the

shooting and a second that sat in the lot for about 6 hours . The first was

a maroon vehicle and the second was a yellow taxi cab.

SA I rev:^ewed approximately six hours of the digital video
rp^r»r>-rH4 nrf wi -hh I The video focuses on the east parking lot I —

A

The video also captures a section of 1st avenue.

stated that even on weekdays there is very little traffic on 1st Avenue and

Marquette. His business is closed on Sunday and there is little traffic on

Sundays. The video shows on August 5, 2012, at approximately 10:48 a

maroon car traveled south on 1st Avenue, pulled through the parking lot

traveling north and then exited the parking lot leaving north on 1st

Avenue. The black truck parked in the lot during this time belongs to an

employee

.

The video also shows a yellow taxi park in the parking lot at

approximately 11:10 am and remain there until approximately 4:43 pm.

Several other cars used the east parking lot during that time, however; the

Investigation on 08/06/2012 at
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taxi cab stayed for the longest time. A person, who appears to be male

exited the taxi and walked east towards 1st avenue. The same person

returns about 6 hours later and drives off.

is going to attempt to transfer the 24 hour period that covers

August 5, 2012 onto a USB drive

.

the thumb drive over to SA

Iwith contact!

If he is successful.

If is unsuccessful, SA

and try and retrieve the data. The

data will remain on the system for two weeks before it is erased. The data

is recorded onj

will turn

b6
b7C
b7E

The interview was concluded at approximately 2:30 pm.
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Date of entry 08/06/2012

On 08/05/2012, Special Agent (SA)

neighborhood canvass at the following residences on

Milwaukee, WI

:

participated in a

South

South Milwaukee, WI

years

.

date of birth (DOB)|
|
has lived at

South Milwaukee, WI for approximately 7

was shown a digital photograph of WADE M. PAGE on Sa|

did not recognize PAGE.

b6
b7C

blackberry.

further advised that he did

not know anyone named WADE PAGE

.

2 ) South Milwaukee, WI

have lived at \

South Milwaukee, WI since September of 2011.
|

shown a digital photograph of WADE M. PAGE on

|were

blackberry.

1
|did not recognize PAGE.

further advised that they did not know anyone named WADE PAGE.
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Date of entry 08/06/2012

1

1
Greendale

home address

was

interviewed at the temporary command post located at 7501 S. Howell Ave.,

Oak Creek, WI. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing

Agent and the nature of the interview, provided the following

information:

near

occupation is that as school teacher at fis thji

Milwaukee, WI

.

] located

was previously employed

as

today *s date

On

was assisting in the command post as a translator.

b6
b7C

I [

advised that he had received a telephone call fromf

Ljj/w, DOB ] cell phone number

|

had been in an area near the shooting where the media was

located. While in this area, saw a white male individual

who was there filming what was going on. This individual had a "911"

tattoo. Someone from the media asked this unknown white individual what he

was doing at which time the white individual got into a car and drove away.

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
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Date ofentry 08/06/2012

I date of birth (DOB)
| |

and

]
respectively, were interviewed at 7501 S. Howell, Oak

Creek, Wisconsin (WI) . After being advised of the identity of the

interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview,
|

following information:

provided the

a duplex atj^

have been married for more than five years. They reside in

The other tenants of the duplexOak Creek, WI

.

were not home during the shooting incident that occurred at the Sikh

Temple, 7512 S. Howell Ave., Oak Creek, WI.

The couple was playing computer games in the morning hours in there

home that also has three dogs and a cat. At approximately 10:30 AM, the

couple heard sirens and saw police and emergency vehicles arriving in the

vicinity of the Temple. The couple did not hear any gun shots. Their

backyard is one acre and it slopes up so you cannot see the Temple parking

lot. They do not have a direct view because their garage obstructs a

direct view of the Temple. The couple did not see anything suspicious on

the day of the incident or in the days leading up to the incident.

The couple first knew it was a serious incident when police in tactical

gear ordered them from their home at gun point. The couple said they would

not leave without their pets and were allowed to take the pets to the

bowling alley across the street.

b6
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Date of entry Q8/Q6/2Q12

was interviewed at adate of birth (DOB)
|

temporary command post located at CLASSIC LANES, 7501 South Howell Avenue,

Oak Creek, WI. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing

Agent and the nature of the interview,

information:

provided the following

I I
has lived in Wisconsin for approximately

worshiped at the SIKH TEMPLE OF WISCONSIN (STOW),

Oak Creek, WI since arriving in Wisconsin.

I I

and has

7512 South Howell Avenue,

b6
b7C

STOW when[

saying that someone is shooting people,

gunshots after which an unidentified white male subject

kitchen brandishing a black handgun|

UNSU^
heard
entered the

was not

hit by the gunfire and ran into the pantry to hide with 15 other people.

The UNSUB bypassed the pantry and
| [

continued to hear shooting for

approximately 30 minutes,

approximately one hour.

and the others stayed in the pantry for

[speculated that the UNSUB bypassed the

pantry as the door is hard to see and the UNSUB may have assumed that

and the other people ran outside. It sounded to

moving from room to room shooting people.

that the UNSUB was b6
b7C

I I
believed that she heard approximately 35 shots fired, j [

was

also worried about a fire in the kitchen as the gas was on and the UNSUB

was shooting.

only saw the UNSUB and did not hear the UNSUB talking to anyone
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else. had never seen the UNSUB before and could not remember any
recent suspicious events at the STOW.

There are typically 400-500 people at STOW at 12:00pm on Sundays.

b6
b7C

provided the following description of the UNSUB:

Sex: Male

Race

:

White

Height

:

5’10" - 6^0"

Build: Average

Hair: Bald or shaved head

Facial Hair: Clean Shaven

Clothes : T-shirt

Tattoos : Tattoos on arms

was shown a photo array containing 6 photographs of white male

was advised that the UNSUBsubjects that were shown one at a time,

may or may not be in the photo array and she should not feel compelled to

pick one of the photographs.] |was further advised that the UNSUB ’s

appearance in the photograph may be slightly different than how the UNSUB

looked during the shooting.

large forehead similar to four of the individuals in the array.

b6
b7C

is identified as follows:
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Name

:

Sex: Female

Ethnicity: Indian

Phone #:

Husband:

Phone #

:

Daughter

:

Oak Creek, WI

b6
b7C

Phone #

:
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Date of entry 08/06/2012

M /Tul

was interviewed

home address

S. Howell Ave., Oak Creek, WI.

interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview,

following information

:

Milwaukee, WI 53207, cell phone number

t the temporary command post located at 7501

After being advised of the identity of the

provided the

b6
b7C

datd
is employed asl

came off his shift at approximately 8:30 a.m.

On today ^s

r.r-PPk ill V

was accompanied by a number of other temple members

advised that at approximately 10:30 a.m..

1 who were also tf^mnl members .
|

I

wearing a white

r-snirr in rne area wirn two nanaguns shooting at us. At around this

advised that he heard noises the sounded like multipletime,

gunshots.
I \ along with approximately (10) other temple members went

into a food storage closet area of the kitchen for the purpose of

attempting to hide from the gunman. There were no windows looking out from

bsedthe closet area. Immediately upon entering the closet area,|

his cell phone to dial "911.*^ spoke to the police and advised that

there was shooting going on in the temple . While in the closet area.

and the others prayed for their safety and the safety of their

b6
b7C

fellow temple members.

After being in the closet area for a short time, two female temple
wi f-h hiTn haH .<:;(=>H .qhot . of

I [

told them that tne gunman nag not come

into the kitchen but that he had leaned over the counter and fired into the

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
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kitchen.

On 08/05/2012 2 of 2

thought that the sounds of gunfire lasted fnr

approximately 1/2 hour and that by 11:00 a.m. it was over. and the

others remained in the closet until approximately 12:30 p.m. when a police

officer made contact with them and directed them out of the temple.
b6
b7C

1 advised that both the of the

the shooting as well as

they had only seen one gunman.

who were shot told him that

by video surveillance.

^dvised that
j

<7>nM re temple as well as the outside is covered

was unaware of any past threats against the

temple or members of the temple. I did note that when he arrived at

the temple this morning and came into the kitchen, he noticed a j- r>n<a
_
r>-F

the windows had a hole in it like it had been hit with a rock,

characterized that as being strange.

resides stated that

was planning to come to the temple that morning, but he was able to call

her and tell her not to come after the shooting started.

b6
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Date of entry Q8/06/2Q12

date of birth (DOB) was

interviewed at Classic Lane Bowling Alley, 7501 S. Howell, Oak Creek,

Wisconsin (WI) . After being advised of the identity of the interviewing
Agent and the nature of the interview,

|

jprovided the following
information:

I I

reside s at
|

telephone numberf
Maryland approximately one year ago.

I
Oak Creek, WI

moved to the area from Baltimore,

I

picked up a customer south of Milwaukee and took him to Mitchell

Airport . Since was empty and he was nearing the end of his shift,

decided to drive to the Sikh Temple located at 7512 South Howell

AVemie, Oak Creek, WI for tea and- worship,

When I 1 arrived at the Temple parking lot at approximately 10:24 AM.

I I heard what sounded like aun fire. I I then observed
|

~

in the parking lot who

told him she heard gun fire. told her to drive away from the Temple

immediately.

While]
I
was following the] put of the Temple parking lot, he

observed a white male with a thin build, approximately 5* -4" to 5* -5",

wearing black pants and a white shirt with a print, jogging towards the

entrance of the Temple while reloading a black handgun. The gunman

appeared to be reaching into his front pant * s pocket for the pistol

magazine. The gunman did not appear to be wearing a pistol belt with

pouches

.

contacted 911 emergency dispatch at 10:26 AM.
| |

showed the

agent his cellular telephone call log to provide the exact times for the

chain of events,
j

might be able to recognize thb gunman- in a police

photographic array

.
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Date of entry 08/06/2012

number
wh1 1~.p. female, date of birth

who resides at

(DOB)

r

I
telephone

J Franklin,

Wisconsin was interviewed at the Classic Lanes bowling alley located at

7501 S. Howell Ave., Oak Creek, Wisconsin. After being advised of the

identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview,

[

provided the following information

:

I I
advised she was attending a religious service with

at the Sikh Temple located at 7512 S. Howell Ave., Oak Creek, Wisconsin,

has been attending service at the temple every Sunday and sometimes

during the week for She believes there was approximately

is familiar with everyone in

had not
thirty people attending the service.

attendance and did not notice anything or anyone suspicious,

heard any rumors or have knowledge of anyone wanting to cause harm to

people attending religious services at the temple.

After the service, was
1

and approximately seven other women. While
|,

she heard

what sounded like gunshots coming from the templets parking lot area. One

looked outsideof the women yelled out that someone was shooting,

from one of the kitchen’ s^ windows and observed a yellow colored taxi cab

with number 108 outside in the parking lot. She did not notice anybody

inside of the vehicle. She did not notice any other vehicles that she did

not recognize in the parking lot.

not observe anyone firing a

approximately 50 gunshots.

could hear the gunshots but did

weapon. She estimates that she heard

b6
b7C

b6
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and approximately thirteen women and two men hid inside of the

kitchen pantry. Nobody attempted to gain access to the pantry while they

were hiding. Everyone remained in the pantry until they no longer heard

gunshots

.

I I
was unable to provide identification because she left her purse

behind in the temple’s kitchen when she fled.
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